








































distance from bo払也e speaker and也e hearer. Sometimes are and sore are used to refer to things
that are not ac紬ally physica氾y pre紀nt･払払ese cases, are is only used if蝕eぬ軸being referred
to is somethingぬat is known bo也to払e speaker and the hearer.互fぬe払ing being referred to is
known to only one of蝕e parties, sore is used.
The question which yields払e answer kore -虎on desu is kore/sore -泥鋼desu奴
且-5.　Ana鹿細mo gakuseidesu　鼠ecall払e function of馳凱鞄e孤placed a鮎r a noun, it makes払e
noun a topic andまndicateS蝕at払e s官ateme如which fo弧ows concernsぬat topic. W乱en you want
to follow this by making払e盟statement about a different noun,紘e new noun is signalled by
mo.
e.g. Kono kata wa gaku厨i dem (取is person is a student.)
Anoぬ細mo gakusei desu (恐Iat person over払ere is also a student.)
text
Ohayoo Gozaimasu :耶1まs expression can be used when you greet someone you know, including
members ofyour払王書出y, in払e morning. Ⅰt is noもused when you leav亀someone.
Konnichiwa蝣: This expres;威on is used when you greet someone in払e daytime a鮎r arolユnd 10
ajn. It is not u紀d with members of one's own払mdy.
Konぬn㈹ :取is expression皇s used a鮎r sunset.互もまs noもused wi払members of one's own
ねmily.
妙¢@鯛:取is expressionまs used when you leave someone.玉音is not used wiぬmembers of
one s own払mdy.
De欄mG勉:取IS IS an e濫pression u鎗d when you leave someone you may meeもagain soon.
sensei : The basic meaning of this word is `teacher,'but it is used to refer to persons in certain
other professions as well, e.g. doctors, the membegS Of払e Diet, etc.艶is also used as a te訂n Of
address when speaking to such persons.
適nga細0 gozaimasu (取ank you.)馳まs expression is used when you want to thank someone for
glⅥ皿g you some払ぬg or performing some favor or service for you. A癖紬o gozoimasu is used
when or in advance of receiving払e thing or favor. If蝕も壬血g or favor has already been received,
the expression used皇s anga細0 gozaimashぬ
Doo i細sh由ashite桝ot at弧) : This expression is血e most usual reply to ariga細0 gozaimasu, etc.
欄n : i-S鋼is addedafter peopまe s name as a sまgn of respec官or po触ness, e.g. Sumisu儲
(Mr. Smi払, Mrs. Smi払, Miss Smith). `-son'is never used when giving one's own name. A
stateme:毘t such as Wata血i wa Yamada鳩an desu'sounds very strange in Japanese. On蝕e o払昏r
hand, i-腰w'can be added to commercial occupations such as fish monger or野een grocer
幽�"naya-盛況, yaoya鳩鋼).
Singular and Plural :払 Japanese,臨ere is no difference in form b鋭ween sing血r and plural






koko : This is血e pronoun used to refer to a place that is near the speaker. Soko (there) refers
to a place that is nearer the hearer than the speaker, and asoko (over there) refers to a place that is
at some distance from the speaker and the hearer, (cf. kore, sore, are, L. 1 ,十4-b)
doko : This is the interrogative word for a place corresponding to `切もere'in Engli血.
kono : This has to be followed by a noun, e.g. kono gakusei (this student), kono hon (this book).
Ⅰt is important to･distinguish between kono and kore. Kono always occurs before a noun,地at is,
it functions as a noun modifier. Kore is itself a noun.
1-3-a. suugaku no hon (a book on mathematics) : This is an example of the pattern `Nj no N2.'In this
pattern, the first noun (Nj) provides certain information about the second noun (N2). In other
words, Ni modifies N2. Thus, the phrase suugaku no hon tells us not only that itis abook, but
that it is a book on mathematics.
The question which yields the answer kore棚suugaku no hon desu (or kore W陀kishi no hon
desu) is kore wa nan no hon desu ka. The phrase 'nan no N‥.'is used to askabout the contents




Tanaka-,虚n no hon伽r. Tanaka's book) : In the pattern ◆`Ni bo N2,'Nt (whichyou recall pro-
vides additional information about N2) may also refer to the possessor of N2 , 0r the place with
which N2 is associated or from which it originates. The following questions and answers illustrate
these usages.
Kore wa donata no hon desu ka (聯Iose book is this?)
Tanaka-san no hon desu (It's Mr. Tanaka's book.)
Kore棚doko no shinbun desu ka　阿Iere is this newspaper from?)
Ninon no shinbun desu (It's a Japanese newspaper.)
Kono hon wa Janaka儲n no desu (Deletion of N2) : Sometimes in the pattern 'Nj no N2 desu, '
N2 is deleted if its identity is known or understood from the context. In the above example
there is no need to repeat hon after Tanaka-san no, because we already know from the beかnmg
of the毒entence that it is a hon to which we are referring. Compare with English "This book is
Mr. Tanaka's.'
2-1.  ichi, ni, san, etc. : The most common Japanese system of numbers. In Japanese there are several
ways of counting.
2-2. Tnensei : This suffix is combined由th the above system of numbers to indicate school year
(at primary, high schod1, university or any other level), e.g. ichi-nensei (first year student), ni-
nensei (second year student).
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Lesson　2 (cont.)
i望生　anata-ga申　This is the plural ofanata (you), but, like the word anata itself, shouldnot be used
when addressing persons of senior status. `｢野ta is a plural suffix used with a very limited
number of human nouns (e.g. anatd). A more commonly used plural suffix is '`-tachi? e.g.
watashi-tachi, but its use, too, is restricted mainly toやouns associated with humans. In general










































































(1-5.)　Tanaka-san no uchino欄‥　InJapaneseitisasign of respect toaddressapersonbyhisname
rather than to lユse the word anata. Thus, when Mr. Smith asks Mr. Tanaka about his dog, he says,
Tanaka-san no uchino鳩‥ in preferance to anata no uchino wa ‥.




individual. Thus it is more common to refer to Tanaka-san no uchi no inn rather than Tanaka-san
noinu.
shiro, shiroi, etc. : In Japanese some colors are expressed bo払as nouns and as adjectives. The
adjective form is recognizable by the final -/, e.g. shiroi inu (a white dog).
室生　gakkoono benkyoo : Thismeans 'schoolwork.
Ookii inu desu ne : Ne is placed at the end of a sentence when the speaker expresses an opinion
which he feels is probably shared by the listener. In the example above (ookii inu desu ne),
both speaker and listener have seen the dog.
Ookii inu desu yo : Yo is placed at the end of a sentence when the speaker wishes to add amild
stress to what he is saying. Usua皿y it signifies that the experience which prompts the statement is
not shared by血e listener. In the example above, therefore, the listener would not have seen the
dog, and the speaker is telling him or informing him that it is a big dog.
LESSON　4 (p.38)
1 -1.　Adjectival Nouns (AjN) Apart from adjectives (which always end in -/) there is another group of




















(N o) doozo : The expression used when you offer something to someone, e.g. Ocha o doozo
(Here, have some tea.)
Itadakimasu : The expression used as one accepts some food or drink or before beかning to eat.
Doozo go-yukkuri : This expression is used when you have visitors and invite them to make them-
selves at home.
LESSON　5 (p.50)
1-1. Tanaka-san - benkyoo shimasu (郎r. Tanaka studies.) : Shimasu is the present tense affirmative
verb form. `Y*-masu'represents a present action, a future action or a habitual action depending
on the context. (V*-verb)
ト2.　V-masen : The negative form of `Ⅴ-masu.'e.g. shimasen.
ト4･ N [place]{芸i'} ukimasu) ' *n~tn*s pattern, e or ni indicates that the preceding noun is the
destination. This pattern occurs with verbs of motion, kimasu, ikimasu, kaerimasu, etc.
1-6. ･ go-jikan gurai桝【number] gurai) : Gurai is placed immediately after words of quantity and in-
dicates that払e quantity is approximate.
1-1.　Watashi欄tomodachi to issho ni ben砂ooshimasu (I study with my friend.) :蝣The phrase '‥. to
issho ni is attached to nouns and indicates the person together with whom some activity is per-
formed.
隻望　Nichiyoohi niwa benkyoo shimasen : To indicate a day on which some event occurs (or doesn't
occur), the day of the week (in this case nichiyoobi) must be followed by ni (or niwa). The use of
this ni will be explained more fully in a later lesson, (cf. L.7, 1-2)
Soo desu nee (Let me see.) : The expression used when you are asked something but you have to
think before replying.
Issko ni ikimasen ka (Would you like to go with me?) `Ⅴ一masen ka'can be used when you
invite someone to do something.
Onegai shimasu (Please.) : The expression used when you request someone to do something for
you.
Shitsurei shimasu : The expression used when you leave someone's house, room or office. This
expression also can be used when you apologize, and is something like English `excuse me.
Gochisoo-sama deshita : The expression used when you finish a meal as an expression of thanks
forthemeal.
Mata irasshai　伊Iease come again.) : A ra也ex informal expression used by the host or hostess
when a guest is leaving.
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Lesson　5 (cont.)
Oyasuminasai : The expression used to心a person who is going to bed or when you yourself are go-
ingtobed.
LESSON　6 (p.60)
1-1.　Koohii o nomimasu (I drink a cup of coffee.)桝o V-masu) : The noun preceding o is the
object of the verb. The verbs which occur in this kind of construction are called transitive verbs.
1-3. Watashi格好･koohii mo nomimasu (I drink coffee also.) : Observe也e following two statements
made by the same person.
First statement : Watashi帽koocha o nomimasu.
Second statement : (Watashi wa) koohii mo nomimasu.
In the second statement the verb (nomimasu) is the same, but the object (koohii) is different from�"
that in the first statement. To indicate that the same (or a similar action) applies to a new object,
the object marker o is replacedbymo. (cf. L. 1, 1-5)





With verbs of communication e.g. kikimasu, kotnemasu, iimasu, the person to whom the c0m-
mlユmcation is directed is marked by ni.
Sumimasen : The expression used when you call a clerk, waitress, etc. This expression also can
be used when you apologize or express gratitude.
{Koohii o) kudasai (Give me (coffee).) : This is the expression used when you ask for or order
something.
0matase shimashita : This is the expression used when you apologize to someone for having kept
him waiting.
Anata wa koocha desu ka ([literally] As for you, is it black tea?) : This really means anaねw
koocha o nominasu ka. Sometimes desu is used as a substitute for a verb if the context makes it
clear what that verb is. In the above example, the fact that they are in a coffee shop makes it
clear that desu could only stand for nomimasu.
tokorode : This expression is used to introduce a change of subject in払e conversation.
go-ryooshin : Go- is an honorific pre免x. This word, go-ryooshin, is to refer to the parents of
anyone other than the speaker's.
0-genki desu ka (担terally] Are you well?) : The expression used when you ask how someone
is feeling. The affirmative answer to this question is hai, genki desu not取ai, 0-genki desu.'The
prefix o- placed before genki is an honorific, and is used only for persons other than the speaker
or the speaker's family.
-21-




Toshokan de repooto o kakimasu (I write a report at the library,) (N 【place] de N o V-mastt):
In this pattern, the function of de is to indicate the place where some activity occurs. Note也at
de is placed after the noun which is the location of the action.
Yoji ni owarimasu : In Japanese there are two kinds of time words-those that designate払e time
by a name or number (e.g. days of the week, mon血s of the year, times of the day) and those
which do not iashita, kyoo, konban, etc.). The importance of this distinction is that when
indicating a time on or at which some event occurs, the time words which consist of a name or
number must be followed by ni. The other time words are used without ni. Comapare yoji ni
owarimasu and ashita o warimasu.
Toshokan e mo ikimasu : In Lesson 6 we saw that when a statement consisting of an object and
verb is followed by another statement with the same (or similar) verb but a new object, the object
marker o is replaced by mo (Lesson 6, 1 -3). A similar thing happens with statements in which the
verb remains the same but the destination (indicated by e or ni) or the location of the action
(indicated by de) is different. In these cases, however, the e, ni or de are retained and the mo is
added after them.
e.g. First statement:　Uchide benkyoo shimasu.
Second statement: Toshokan de mo benkyoo shimasu. (I study at the library also.)
1-4.　Denwa o shimasu, Denwa shimasu: A few nouns in Japanese, such as den欄 can occur as the
direct object (marked by o) of the verb shimasu (to do), or can combine directly with the verb
shimasu to create a new verb. So叩e other nouns which fall into this category are benkyoo,
renraku, sanpo, renshuu, sentaku, etc.
When answering a question of the type 'Nshimasu ka,'the N can be omitted if it is clear from the
context, e.g. A: KOnban benkyoo shimasu ka?　　B : Hai, shimasu.
text kore kara : This is used when one announces what is about to happen or what one is about to do.
e.g. Kore kara kaerimasu (I'm going home now).
sore kara : When referring to events in the past it is used to announce what happened or what one
did after something else happened or was done. If referring to events in the future, it is used to
announce what will happen or be done after something else happens or is done. It is similar to
English 〈after that,'used when recounting a sequence of events..
sono ato: This means the same as sore kara but is used when one wishes to emphasize that some-
thing will occur `after'and not `before'something else.




(HaiJ doomo arigatoo gozaimasu : A polite affirmative reply to an invitation such as血e above.
0-yasumi desu : If used of something like a shop or an office, it means `(The shop) is closed.'
If used of a person, it means 'He has the day off,''He has taken the day off,'or 'He is on holidays.'
Hajimete desu : The word hajimete means `the first time.' The sentence Yamamoto-sensei no
kyuukoo wa hajimete desu means `It is血e first time Professor Yamamoto has cancelled a lecture.
Kekkoo desu : This expression means `That'll be缶ne.'It is also used in a different situation when
you want to refuse something offered to you.
Dewa ato de : This expression is used when you leave someone whom you will be seeing again soon.
LESSON 8 (p.78)
Waseda Daigaku wa Tookyoo ni arimasu (Waseda University is in Tokyo.)
HoWito-san wa ano heya ni imas〟 (Mr. White is in that room.) i
: The basic form of
this pattern is `N, - N, [place] ,'{ "�"�"トItisusedwhenproviding informationabout
where a thing or person is located. Note血e new function ofm. It is used with the verbs arimasu
or imasu to indicate払e place where a thing or person is･located. The choice oiarimasu or imasu
depends on the thing being located. If it is an inanimate也ing (e.g. Waseda Daigaku), arimasu is
used. If it is animate (e.g. Howaito-sari), imasu is used. The terminanimate refers to all non-
living things and also to plants. The term an血ate refers to all living things except plants.
Daigaku no chikaku ni arimasu : In English, prepositions are used to indicate locations in relation
to other locations, e.g. 'near the university', 'behind the school.'In Japanese, the pattern is 'N
[place] i no N[place] 2,' e.g. daigaku no chikaku, gakkoo no ushiro. In Japanese ehikaku (the
vicinity), ushiro (the area behind) are nouns. A few other such nouns are由ven on page 82 0f the
textbook.
1-5.　Denwa wa arimasen ka. Hai, arimasen. (-`Is there a telephone?'ー`No, there isn't.') : In Japanese,
the general rule with all questions that seek confirmationor denial is to beか1也e answer with hai
if you agree with the proposition implicit in the question or with He if you don't agree. Even if
the question is a negative question as above, the choice ofhai or He should agree not with the
answer but with the question. In the example above, the implicit proposition is that血ere is no
phone. If that proposition is correct, then it should be confirmedby saying hat, arimasen eYes,
you are correct, there is no phone.'). If it is incorrect, the answer w並1 be He, arimasu ('No, you
are not correct, there is a phone.').






own family from those used to refer to the fam滋y members of others. A list of the differentterms
is provided on page 83 of也e textbook.
hitori, futari, etc.: The numerals for counting people. For more items than two people, use -nin,
e.g. san-nin (three), yo-nin (four).
Doozo yo柑shiku o-negai shimasu: This is a more polite way of saying doozoyoroshiku. Doozo
yoroshiku is the expression you use. when you are introduced or when you introduce yourself.
Oide kudasai : This is a honorific imperative form of kimasu, ikimasu, or imasu, and is usually a
polite way of saying 'please come.'
LESSON 9 (p.88)
Koko ni uchiga arimasu (There is a house here.) (Nj [place] ni N2 ga arimasu): This patternis
used when one wishes to state what is located in a certain place. Note the word order, and also血e
fact that the noun (N2) is followed byga. Ga indicates the subject in Japanese. (Wa, it should be
remembered, indicates the topic which may also incidentally be a subject, object or some other
case (cf. L. 10). )
The difference between uchi wa koko ni arimasu and koko ni uchi ga arimasu becomes clear when
one looks at the qu声stions which yield these answers.
(Q) Uchi wa doko niarimasu ka.　(A) Uchi wa koko niarimasu.
The question is concerned with finding out where the house is located.
(Q) KOko ninaniga arimasu ka.　(A) Koko niuchiga arimasu.
The question is concerned with finding out what is located here. It follows, therefore, that in any
question concerned with finding out who or what is located somewhere, the interrogative words
{dare, nani, etc.) will be followed by ga (and not W). E.g.Naniga arimasu ka, Darega itnasu ka.
Nani ka arimasu ka : Ⅰn Japanese the indefinite pronouns (words corresponding to `something,'
`somebody'in English) are formed by adding ka to the appropriate interrogative word. Nani ka
corresponds to `something'and donata ka or dare ka to `somebody.' Observe the following
patterns.
Question. Ano heya ninanika arimasu ka (Is there anything in that room?)
If the answer is affirmative, you may say s血ply: Hai, arimasu, or you may indicate what there is:
Hat, terebi ga arimasu.
If the answer is negative, you say: lie, nanimo arimasen桝O, there is nothing.)





nikaini wa (Nniwa)闇血en 'Nnf is followedby wa, `Nnf becomes the topic of the sentence.
So, nikai ni wa Nakamu紗San no heya ga arimasu means `As for the second floor, Mr. Nakamura s
room is on it.
LESSON 10 (p. 102)
More about wa and ga: As mentioned in the previous lesson,血e function of ga is to indicate the
subject of a sentence. The function of wa is to set up one particular noun as a topic and alert払e
listener that也e remainder of the sentence is concerned with making some comment or remark
about that topic. As the following examples show, the topic can coincide with the subject,object
or o払er cases.
e.g. 1 Tanaka-san wagakusei desu (As for Mr. Tanaka, he is a student.)
The topic Tanaka-san is also the subject of the sentence, but the subject marker ga has
disappeared because of血e presence of the topic marker wa.
e.g. 2　Koohii wa zenzen nomimasen (As far as coffee is concerned, I never drinkit.)
The topic koohii in this sentence is of course really the object of the verb nomimasen, but
the object marker o has disappeared because of the presence of払e topic marker wa.
e.g. 3　Kyooto ni wa ikimasen (As far as Kyoto is concerned, I am not going there.)
In this example Kyooto is the destination (hence the ni) and wa is added to indicate that
this destination is also the topic. The presence of wa in血is case does not cause the
disappearance of the ni.
The general rule, therefore, is that when a subject or object is made into a topic, the case markers
ga and o are replaced by.wa. All other case markers (ni, de, e, etc.) are retained in払e presence of
tva.
A proper understanding of what is a topic can be a great help when it comes to determining
whether to use ga or we in a given sentence. Stated very simply, if a noun is followed by ga then,
in general, it is that noun which is the key information being conveyed by血e sentence.
e.g. Darega uta o utaimasu ka (Who is going to sing?)
Kimu-mn ga uta o utaimasu (Miss Kim is going to sing.)
Ⅰf a noun is followed by wa, then it is the rest of払e sentence or part of it, that is血e key informa-
tion being conveyed.
e.g. Kimu-mn wananio shimがu ka (甲hat is Miss Kim going to do?)
Kimu-san wa uta o u細imasu桝iss Kim is going to sing.)
In some contexts, a sentence containing a noun followed by ga may not be the answer to some




to a more general implied question such as 'Who is going to do what?'or 'What is going to happen
now?'
e.g. Kore kara助too･sari ga baiorin o hikimasu (Now Mr. Sato is going to play the violin.)
This could be considered an answer to the implied question,
Kore Kara dare ga nani o shimasu ka (Now, who is going to do what?)
Piano wa Sumisu-san ga hikimasu (As far as the piano is concerned, Mr. Smith will be playing it.)
(取e object as a topic): In this example, the object ofhikimasu is `piano,'but the presence of wa
has caused the disappearance of the object marker o (see above 1-1). Since the word 'piano'has
been sinかd out as the topic, clearly the rest of the sentence must be the key information being
conveyed.
1-3.　donata ka: The polite expression of dare ka meaning 'someone or `anyone.
2-1-a. 0medetoo gozaimasu: The formula for congratulating somebody on some special occasion is to
state what the occasion is and add the words omedetoo gozaimasu.
e.g. 0-tanjoobi omedetoo gozaimasu (Congratulations on your birthday.)
2-トb. Kochira koso: This is used as a reply to words of thanks orapologywhen theperson being thanked
or apologized to feels that he should be doing the thanking or apologizing.
e.g. A: Doomo arigatoo gozaimashita (Thank you.)
B: lie, kochira koso (No, I should be thanking you.)
2-1-c. Tondemo nai: This expression can be used as a humble response when someone gives you a
compliment.
2-2.　hitotsu, futatsu, mittsu: In Japanese there are two different sets of numbers, one of Chinese origin
iichi, ni, son, etc･), and one of native Japanese origin (hitotsu. futatsu, mittsu, ‥ ‥ , too).
By themselves the Chinese set of numbers, at least those from one to ten, is not normally used for
counting things, but is compounded with other words.
e.g. ikkai, nikai, sangai- (first floor, second floor, third floor, etc.)
Words such as `血/'(-floor) are called classifiers and a full treatment of them is由ven in Lesson 19.
Note that the question word used with classifiers is nan, e.g. nangai (what floor).
The Japanese numbers (hitotsu, futatsu, -) can be used as they are for counting a wide variety
of things･ The corresponding question word is ikutsu. As Lesson 19 reveals, however, even this
series of numbers cannot be used for counting some types of items. Note also that the Japanese
series only goes as far as too (ten), whereafter the Chinese numbers have to be used.
The words for counting people hitori,顔tari, sannin, yonin, etc. reveal a mixture of the native
-26-
Lesson 10 (cont.)
Japanese and也e Chinese counting systems.
鍵(Koocha W) ikaga desu ka (How would you like some (black tea)?): The expression used when
you offer something to someone.
(Remon) desu ka (miruku) desu ka (Do you take (lemon) or (milk)?): The formused when you
ask alternative questions. In Japanese alternative questions are asked as two separate questions
'-desu ka, -desu ka. '
(- o) onegai shimasu: The same meaning as i(- o)kudasai'~(cf. L. 6). Onegai shimasu is more
polite than i(- o) kudasai. '
lie, kekkoo desu (No, thank you.): The expression used when you如sh to refuse something
offered (cf. L. 7, Kekkoo desu).
LESSON ll (p.110)
1-1.  Ikimashita (I went.) (V-mashita) : The past tense form of *V･masu.
Ikimasen deshita (I did not go.) (V-masen deshita) : The past tense form of `Ⅴ･masen:
1 -3.　Kotori ga kooen ni imashita (There was a bird in the park.)桝ga N [place] ni imashita)
Kooen ni kotoriga imashita (There was a bird in the park.) (N [place] ni Nga imashita)
This pattern was mentioned in L. 9. In払is pattern 'N ga'and 'N nV can be either in first or
second position.
1-5.　Kusa mo ki mo arimasu (There are also grasses and trees.): This can be considered a contraction
of two sentences.
Kusa mo antnasu.
Ki mo arimasu. ¥ These are contracted into one sentence ‥ Kusa mo ki mo arimasu.
The sequence `Ni mo N 2 mo'sometimes has the meaning of'both Nx and N2.
e.g. Sumisu-san mo Beroo-san mo kimashita (Both Mr. Smith and Mr. Vero came.)
2-3.　Ante ga zaazaa furimasu (It rains heav並y.): Zaazaa expresses the sound of rain. In Japanese there
are many words也at suggest sounds.
垣妓　chittomo, amari, zenzen, hitotsu mo, etc.: These words are almost always used with negativやS.
e.g. chittomo hanashimasen, amari imasen, zenzen arimasen (cf. L. 3, 1-4)
LESSON 12 (p. 120)
ト1.　Yasukatta desu (It was inexpensive.) (Aykatta desu) : The past tense form of `kyi desu?
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Lesson 12 (cont.)
Yasuku- arimasen deshita (It was not inexpensive.) (Aj-ku arimasen deshitd): The past tense form
of 'Ayku arimasen.'
1-2.　Rippa deshita (It was splendid.) (AjNdeshita): The past tense form of`AjNdesu?
Rippa dewa arimasen deshita (It was not splendid.) (AjN dewa arimasen deshita): The past tense
form of 'AjN dewa arimasen.'
1-3. (Kirei na) mise deshita (It was a (画etty) store.) (N deshita): The past tense form of 'N desu.'
(Kirei no) mise dewa arimasen deshita (王t was not a (pretty) store.) (N dewa arimasen deshita):
The past tense form of 'N dewa arimasen.'
ト4. mada in affirmative sentences and moo in negative sentences: In仏e following pattern, mada
corresponds to English 'still'and is used when one wants to indicate that a certain state or situation
remains unchanged. The word opposite in meaning is moo.
e.g. (Q) Tanaka-san wa mada imasu ka (Is Mr. Tanaka still there?)
(A) Hai, mada imasu (Yes, he is still there.)/ lie, moo imasen (No, he is no longer there.)
1-5.　moo
text
in affirmative sentences and mada in ne ative sentences In the following pattern, moo is
used in an affirmative past tense sentences and means something like English 'already.'Mada in a
negative sentence is used in the meaning of '(not) yet.'
e-g- (Q) Ano misenimoo ikimashita ka (Have you been to that shop yet?)
(A) Hai, moo ikimashita伴es, I've already been there.) / lie, mada ikimasen (No, Ⅰ
haven't been血ere yet.)
Note that in the pattern with mada, the.final verb is i-masen'and not i-masen deshita¥
Nani ka ii hon ga arimashita ka: This sentence can be translated into English as 'Were there any
good books?'The indefinite pronoun nani ka (see L. 9) in the above pattern corresponds to the
word `any in払e English translation. Following is ano払er example of the same pattern:
Nani ka omoshiroi koto o shimashita ka (Did you do anything interesting?) (koto-thing)
LESSON 13 (p. 130)
Uses of the -te form of verbs (V-te. ‥ Ⅴ･masu) : One use of the -te form is illustrated in the fol桓W-
ing examples:
Hachi-ji ni okite, yoofuku o kimasu (I get up at eight o'clock and get dressed.)
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Toshokan ni itte, benkyoo shimashita (Ⅰ went to the library and studied.)
In this pattern the -te form is used to link two actions or events that occur in sequence. Another
use of -te is illustrated in the following examples:
Isoide asagohan o tabemasu (I eat my breakfast in a hurry.)
Teepu o kiite Nihongo o renshuu shimasu (I practice Japanese by listening to tapes.)
In this pattern '･ ･ ･V-fe'tells us in what manner or by what means払e action of the main verb is
accomplished. You will find other uses of the -te form in later lessons.






ultimate point, likewise either in time or space. Kara and made often occur in the same sentence.
Ni-j'i kara go-ji made ben砂oo shimashita (i studied from 2 0'clock till 5 0'clock.)
Hokkaidoo ka招Kyuushuu made ikimashita (I went from Hokkaido to Kyushu.)
Chikatetsu ni norimasu : Wi仏norimasu (to board) the vehicle is always followed by ni.
αikatetsu o orimasu‥　With orimasu (to alight)仏e vehicle is always followed by o (or hard).
ippun, nifun, sanpun, etc- : `ザun, fun'are classifiers for minutes, ippun, n準n, sanpun,yonpun,
gofun, roppun, nanafun (shichifun), happun Qiachifun), kyu頑m jippun, juuippun, etc.
Telling払e time:
a) Minutes before the hour. The formula is J-ji-fun mae, 'e.g. 'five minutes to six'is roku-ji go車n
mae.
b) Minutes after the hour. The formula is '-ji-fun sugi" or simply '-fi-fun,'e.g. `ten minutes past
four'is yo-jij'ippun sugi or yo-jijippun.
Ⅰn Japanese, the preference is for stating the time in terms of minutes after the hour except when
it is very close to the next hour.
nus `twenty minutes to nine'is likely to be expressed as hachi-jiyonjippun (forty minutes past
eight) rather than ku-ji nijippun mae. On the o血er hand, it is quite acceptable to express `five
minutes to nine or even 'ten minutes to nine'as ku-jigofun mae or ku-jijippun mae.
Isolde yoofuku o kimasu : Isolde is the -te form ofisogu (to hurry) and means `hurriedly.'
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1-1.　Requests in Japanese: To request somebody to do some血ing, you add ku血sai to the -te form of
theverb.
e.g. Doa o shimete kudasai (Please close the door.)
A more polite variant of也e above is i-te kudasaimasen ka.
e.g. Doa o shimete kudasaimasen ka (Would you mind closing the door?)
1-2.　Negative requests: To request somebody not to do something, you add `-de ku血sai'to the plain
negative form of the verb.
e.g. Mado o akenai de kudasai (Please don't open the window.)
1-3.　Ashita gakkoo e ikanai de yasumimasu (Tomorrow I will rest instead of going to school.)' This
is related to the pattern `V-te... Y-masu''except that in this case,払e first verb is in th白nega-
tive. Recall that 'V-?e'can be used to indicate the means or manner of performing some action (cf.
L. 13,ト2). The negative counterpart of this patternis also `V-nai de.'
e.g. Teepu o kikanai de renshuu shimasu
(I practice without listening to the tapes.)
1･4.　Shimemashoo (Let's close it.), (I will close it.) (V-mashoo) : This is the form of the verb which
expresses the meaning of 'let's,''I will.'Mado o shimemashoo ka means 'Shall I close the window?'
or `Shall we close the window?'
1-5.　Shimemashoo ka. Hai, 0-negai shimasu (Shall I close it? Yes, please.): 0･negai shimasu (cf. L. 1 0)
is used when you request someone to do something.
1-6.　Giving and Receiving: There are two verbs in Japanese corresponding to 'give'and their use
depends on who does the giving to whom.
1. agemasu: Watashi W Tanaka-san ni kusuri o agemashita
(I gave Mr. Tanaka some medicine.)
Agemqsu can not be used if the person to whom something is given (indicated by ni) is the speaker.
If the person who does the giving is the speaker, then agemasu must be used.
2. kuremasu: Tanaka･san wa watashi nipurezento o kuremashita
(Mr. Tanaka gave me a present.)
Kuremasu can be used only if the person who does the giving is someone other than the speaker,
and the person to whom something is given is the speaker or someone close to the speaker.
There is a third verb moraimasu which means 'to receive.'It expresses from a different point of

















































LESSON 15 (p. 154)









Kore wa nooto de, sore wajisho desu.
(This is a notebook and that is a dictionary.)
The types of sentences which can be joined are:
1. Those presenting separate or contrasting information about two different items.
E.g. Kono hito wa isha de, ano hito榔gakusei desu.
(This person is a doctor and払at person is a student.)
Kono hon棚takakute, ano hon wayasui desu.
(This book is expensive and that book is cheap.)
2. Those presenting complementary information about the same item.
E.g. Kono machi wa shizuka desu. KOno machi wa kirei desu. ･一一一一ケ
Kono machi wa shizuka de kirei desu.
(This town is quiet and pretty.)
3. Those in which也e first sentence presents a reason for the statement in the second sentence.
E.g. Kon¢ machi waatsui desu. KOno machi wa kirai desu.
Kono machi wa atsukute kirai desu.
(I don't like払is town because it is hot.)
‥　nakute : The negative of 'Aj-kute'is `Aj-ku nakute "
The negative of `N (or AjN) <fe'is 'N (or AjN) dewa nakute. '
E.g. Kono hon wa muzukashiku nakute omoshiroi desu.
(This book is not difficult, and it's interesting.)
Ano hito wa sensei dewa nakute gakusei desu.
(He is not a teacher, buthe is a student.)
1-7.　ya contrasted wi払to: Ya is used to enumerate a sample of items while to isused to enumerate
te xt
an all-inclusive list of items.
Compare the following:
Panya tamago o tabemasu (i eat such things as bread and eggs.)
Pan to tamago o tabemasu (i eat bread and eggs [and nothing else].)
Often the word nado (meaning: et cetera) is placed after the last item in a list of nouns linked by
ya to emphasize the fact也at the list is not exhaustive.
e.g. Panya細mago nado o tabemusu (i eat bread, eggs and so on.)
ham to natsu to aki to fuyu no yottsu no kisetsu (the four seasons of spring, summer, autumn and
winter): This phrase derives from the joining of four separate phrases; haru no kisetsu (the season
of spring), natsu no kisetsu (the season of summer) etc., etc.
刀le nouns ham, natsu, aki and fuyu are linked together by to and then all four are linked to the
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phrase yottsu no kisetsu (four seasons) by means of no. Thus they modify (or provide information
about) yottsu no kise路臥
･kagetsu: This is the classifier for mon払s. Note that one mon也, two mon払s, etc. are ikkagetsu,
nikagetsu. ,. , while January∴February, etc. are ichigatsu, nigatsu…　You must distinguish
-kagetsu (number of month) from -gatsu (mon払of the year).
Hanami ni ikimasu (‡ go flowerviewing.): One function ofni is to indicate払e purpose of going or
com由ig and it is used w油such verbs of motion as kimasu, ikimasu, kaerimasu, etc. In the example
h鋼ami ni ikimasu, the purpose of going is to go for艮owervie剛ng. Another example is sanpo ni
ikimasu (literally, to go forぬe purpose of taking a walk, i.e. to go for a walk). Nouns to be used
in this pattern are血ose which can be used w地o su招to foぬhanamiosum, sanpo osum, etc.
LESSON 16 (p. 166)
Adverbs : b Japanese, three types of adverbs are generally recognized.
1･4.
Bl
1) mose derived from adjectives by converting Aj-i into Pq-ku,
2)耶Iose derived from adjectival nouns by adding招i (AjN becomes AjN ni) ,
3) Those which are not obviously derived from any oぬer source.
Following are examples of all three.
1)頻i - Aj-ku Hayaku okitnasu (I get up early.)
2)勾N - AjN n/　頗izuka ni ben妙oo shimasu (王study quietly.)
3)　　　　　　　Yukkuri arukimasu (Ⅰ walk slowly.)
1) and 2) are often referred to as the adverbial forms of Aj and AjN respectively.
Words indicating degree, e.g. totemo, sukoshi, amari, etc. can be used before adverbs.
e.g. Totemo hayaku okimasu (He gets up very early.)
De-naSai (V-tws&i): `胡asaf is used in requests, but unlike i-te kudasai,'it is restricted almost
entirely to requests directed at cb舶ren. The su触甥ami is attached toぬe same form of the verb
to which -masu is attached, e.g. kaeri-masu-kaeri-nasai, etc.
LESSON 17 (p.176)
(V-te imasu): This form has two functions.
1 ･ ‡t indicates an action in progress and, as such, is similar to Endish '-ing.'
e.g. Ima apaato o sagashite imasu (Ⅰ am now looking for an apartment.)





2. It indicates that the outcome of some action remains in effect･ Genera山y, this function is
associated with verbs of motion.
e.g. Ani wa o-furo ni haitte imasu (Brother is in the bath, i.e.,払e outcome of getting in the
もath is still in effect, 0-furo nihaitte imasu does not mean 'he is getting into the bath.')
(cf. L. 21, 1-7)
Verbs which take ni or e: Note the use ofni/e with the following verbs.
kyooshitsunijehairimasu　-　enter the classroom
kaishanije tsutomete imasu　-　work for a company
daigaku nije kayotte imasu　- ･ commute to the university
ni-nen mae (two years ago) (‥. mae): To indicate an amount of time prior to the present, simplシ
attach the word mae to払e amount of time, e.g. khi-nen mae (one year ago). The phrase `‥ mae
belongs to that group of time words which take ni to indicate the time when some event occurs.
e.g. Ni-nen mae niNihon e kimashita (I came to Japan two years ago.)
Kara and made can, as wi払other time words, be used with '‥　mae.
e.g. Go-nen mae kara koko ni sunde imasu (I have been living here since five years ago.)
ト6.　0-machi kudasai: This is a more polite way of saying matte kudasai. The general rule for obtain-
ing this polite form is to prefix o- to the form of払e verb from which -masu is deleted and add
kudasai.
e.g. agari-masu-0-agari kudasai (Please come in.)
2-1.
text
Kinship terms: Page 179 of払e textbook presents a further list of words used to refer to the
members of one's own family and the family members of others (see also L. 8). Note,however,
that when you address your own parents or elder brothers and sisters, the honorific forms
(otoosan, okaasan etc.) are used. (Younger brothers and sisters are referred to by their names.)
Jiroo-kun : `蝣kun'is more familiar version of `-san¥ It is used mostly among males when referring
to other males who are their equals or who are junior in status.
Doozo kochira e (This way please.): This expression is used when you guide someone in a certain
direction.
kochira, sochira, achira:耶Iese are used to refer to general directions rather払an specific locations.
Kochira refers to the general direction or area in the vicinity of the speaker, sochira refers to the
general area in the vicinity of the hearer, and achira to a general area removed from both speaker
and hearer. Ⅰf the general area is one that is far removed from both speaker and hearer, acht悶is
used only if it is actually familiar to both of them. Kochira, soch細and achira may also mean `this
one, 'that one'and 'that one over there,'respectively.
-mニ
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Kuruma de kayoimasu (I commute by car.): Another function of de is to indicate the means
or instrument by which somethhg is done or earned out. This use is treated more fully in
Lesson 18, 1-3.
dono kurai: This is a general term used for asking about a quantity, whether it be time, distance,
number, etc. Dono kurai kakarimasu ka means Chow long does it take?'or 'how much (money)
does it cost?'
shain-yoo no apaato: Yoo is a suffix which means 'for the use of.' The above example means
'an apartment for the use of company employees.'
Chotto shitsurei shimasu (Excuse me for a moment.): This expression is used to apologize when
you have to leave someone or interrupt a conversation temporarily.
doozo: This is often -jsed when you give pernlissioti to someone to do something.
Gornen kudasai: This expression is used when you call at someone's house and wish to attract
their attention at払e front door.
LESSON 18 (p. 184)
1-1.
1-3.
Kai ni ikimashita (I went to buy it.): This is a further example of the use ofni to indicate purpose
(cf. L. 15, hanami ni ikimasu). In払is case, ni is attached to the same formof払e verb to which
-masu is attached, e.g. kai･masu- kai ni, mi-masu-mi ni, etc.
Remember that in this pattern, the final verb must be a verb of motion siユch as ikimasu, kimasu,
kaerimasu.
In sentences which include払is pattern the word order is relatively flexible.
e.g. 1. Depaato e omiyage o kainiikimashita
(I went to buy a souvenir at the department store.)
2. 0miyage o kai ni dep戯to e ikimashita
(I went to buy a souvenir at the department store.)
The meaning of 1 and 2 are the same, but in l也e destination {depaato e) is emphasized, and in
2 the purpose (0mかage o kai ni) is emphasized.
Densha de ikimasu (王go by train.): The use ofde to indicate the place壷here an action occurs
has already been explained, (cf. L. 7, 1-1) Another function ofde is to indicate the means or
instrument by which some仏ing is done. The means may be a vehicle, as in the above example,
or it may be some kind of implement or medium, e.g. enpitsu de kakimasu (to write with a
pencil), terebi de mimasu (to see some也ing on TV).
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1-4.　Michi o arukimasu (I walk along the road.): With the verbs of motion (or甲ore accurately, loc0-
motion) such ss anikimasu, hashirimasu, sanpo shimasu, tobimasu, etc., the place along or払rough
which払e movement takes placeまs indicated by o.
e.g. Sora o tobimasu (to fly through the sky), Kooen osanpo shimasu (to take a walk in払e
park).
The verb noborimasu (to climb) can take o or nije, but払ere is a difference in nuance. W漁yama
ni (or e) noborimasu, there is a feeling of climbing up to some point on也e mountain, whereas
yama o nohorimasu is more concerned wi払the action of climbing up血e slope itself.
LESSON 19 (p. 192)
1-1.　Ringo ga hitotsu arimasu (There is one apple.)
Ringo o hitotsu kudasai (Give me one apple.)
1-2.
Numbers like hitotsu, ichimai, issatsu, ippon,
etc., are usually placed between 'Nga; `N o,'etc., and verbs. But when other particles are used, as
in tomodachi to aimasu, Nihonjin ni kikimashita, kodomo蝕ra mo紺imashita,払e numbers are
placed immediately after the nouns, e.g. tomodachi gonin to aimashi細, Nihonjin san彪由ni kikl-
mashita, kodomo futari kara moraimashita. An alternative pattern involves linking the number to
the noun by means of no, e.g.gonin no tomodachi to : -　sannin no Nih画mm- ･ ,顔tanno
kodomo kara. ‥　etc. The numbers hitotsu, futatsu, mittsu, etc. are used for counting cakes,
eggs, most types of fruit, etcこ
'-mai'is used for counting flat objects such as血eets of paper, hartdicerchieves, tickets, etc.,
`-satsu'for books, notebooks, and magazines (but not newspapers), ㌧hon j-bonj -pon'for long,
slender objects, such as pencils, bananas, etc.
Ichi-mai nihyakuぜn desu (王t's 200 yen a sheet.): This is血e usual formula for giving払e cost
per unit of some item. Notice血e absence of any particle (如etc.) after the number ichi-mai.
Words indicating quantity or number do not normally take particles ga or o, e.g., senぜ蝣n arimasu
(I have 1 ,000 yen), ichimanぜ摺tsukaimashita (王spent 10,000 yen).
1-4-a. momen no hankachi (a cotton handkerchief): Ano払er example of仏字`Ni no N2 'construction in
which Nj providesまnformation about the material o.f which N2 is made. Other examples are;
ki no tsukue (a wooden desk), kinu no kutsushita (sまIk socks).
1-4-b. Nihonjin no Suzuki-san (Mr. Suzuki who is (a) Japanese): Yet another example of `Nj no N2'
in which N2 is a person and Nj provides information about his nationality, profession, rela由onship




tomodachi no Yoshida-kun (Mr. Yoshida, a丘iend (of mine)).
Yasui no o kaimashita (I bought a cheap one): Another function of no is to substitute for a noun
after a modifier (such as an adjective or adjectival noun). Needless to say, it makes no sense to
use this no unless the speaker and hearer know what thing it stands for.
In也is way it is similar to Endishくone'which, as払e example above shows, also acts as a noun
substitute, e.g. akai no (red one(s) ), kirei-na no bretty one(s) ),
ト6. Depaatoekaimononiik轡su: (SeeL. 15 andL. 18.)
建茎と　Irasshaimase: This is.said by persons working in shops, restaurants, etc. to welcome customers.
耶Iere is no equivalent expression in English,
励nbyaku rokujuuゼn itadakimasu (That will be 360 yen): The verb itadakimasu is used, as shown
in the example, when ashop assistant infornls the customer of the cost of the goods he has bought.
Itadakimasu is a humble way of saying moraimasu.
- o噌zukari shimasu : This expression is used by a shop assistant when the money he/she receives
from the customer is greater than the cost of the goods purchased. O切zukari shimasu is derived
from払e verb azukarimasu which means 'to take charge of or 'look after. The shop assistant
uses the expression before going to the cash re由ster for the change.
Kyuujuuゼn desu ga (It is 90 yen): As will be explained in a later lesson, one meaning of ga is
something like English 'but.' This ga is also sometimes attached to也e end of a sentence to give
it a soft or gentle touch. This is the usage illustrated in the above example.
Ikura desu ka: This expression is used to ask the price of something.
Motto yasui no wa arimase招ka (Are there any cheaper ones?): Motto means `more'and is used in
comparisons, e.g. motto omoshiroi eiga (a more interesting film), (cf. L. 23, 1-2)
LESSON　20 (p.204)
1-1. 0-cha o nomi-nagara hanashimashita (We talked while having a cup of tea.): 1rVhen -nagara is
added to a verb, it means that the action of that verb is carried Olユt at the same time as the action
of the main verb at the end of払e sentence. It is important to note however that -nagara can only
be used if the actions of both verbs are carried outby the same person or persons, and both actions
are of a continuous nature. In払e example above both the talking and drinking tea are actions
of a continuous nature, but note that in也e following English sentence the underlined action is
not continuous: I dropped the cup while drinking tea.
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This example could not be expressed using -naga和.
The suffix -nagara is attached to the same form of the verb to which ･masu is attached.
ト2.　Tabi o haite kara kimono o kimasu (After putting on (my) tabi, I put on (my) kimono.) (V･te
kara V): `Vj-te kara V2'indicates that the action expressed by V2 is, was, or will be carried out
after the action ofVx is completed.
1-3.  Ittari kitari shimasu: The pattern `V-tari V-tari sum'is used to indicate that a person (or thing)
performs alternate actions, such as `coming and going,''sleeping and waking,'etc. If it is used
in respect of a lot of people, it may also mean that some people耳re at one timeperformingone
action and other people are performing the o払er action. This pattern is also used to express
`One sometimes does such and such and sometimes does such and such, e.g. Hachiji ni okitari,
kuji ni okitari shimasu (I sometimes get up at eight and sometimes at nine.). Finally,仙is pattern
is used to enumerate a sample of actions, e.g. Mainichi benkyoo shitari terebi o mitari shite imasu
(I do such things as studying and watching TV everyday.)
1-4.　kimono no kikata : Kikata means `the way of putting on or wearing (some item of clothing).'
Kata is attached to払e same form of the verb to which -masu is attached and forms a noun which
means 'the way of ‥ ing,'e.g. 0-chano nomikata (the way to drink tea), benkyoo no.shikata
(how to study). Observe that because 'V-kata'is a noun, other nouns are attached to it by means
ofno.
1-5.　sode no nagai kimono (a long-sleeved kimono): The phrase sode ga nagai (desu) (The sleeves
are long) can itself be a description of something such as a kimono, a shirt, etc., and as such can
come before (or modify) another noun, e.g. sode ga nagai kimono (a kimono which has long
sleeves).馳en a phrase of the form `N ga Aj/AjN'modifies another noun, thega after the noun
can optionally be changed to no. Hence, sode ga nagai kimono becomes sode no nagai kimono.
l･6.　Kurushirsoo desu (Aysoo desu): This form is obtained by leaving off the last 4 0f an adjective
and adding 'soo desu.' It indicates how something appears to be. Thus kurushisoo desu means
'he seems to be in pain.' The negative is formed by leaving off the last T of 'Ayku+na? and
adding `-sa soo desu,'e.g. kurushiku naidesu is changed to kurusiku na-sa-soo desu (He does
not appear to be in pain).
ト7. Oshiete agemasu　　(V-te agemasu)
Oshiete ku柁masu　(V-te kuremasu)
Oshiete moraimasu　(V-te moraimasu)
In Lesson 14, the three verbs associated wi血由ving and receiving, agemasu, kurem戯u and moral-
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masu were introduced. These verbs can be combined with the -te form of o也er verbs to indicate
the giving and receiving of services or favors. The same kinds of restrictions concerningthe giver
and receiver that were explained in Lesson 14 apply in this use of the verbs also.
Examples:
watashi wa tomodachi ni kimono o kisete agetnashita
(I put my friend's kimono on for her.)
Tanaka-san wa (watashi ni) michi o oshiete kuremashita
(Mr. Tanaka showed me the way.)
Watashi wa Tanaka-san ni michi o oshiete moraimashita
(I got Mr. Tanaka to show me the way.)
Notice that -te moraimasu has a meaning similar to English `to get somebody to (do something).'
Grammar (verb):
Japanese verbs can be divided essentially into two groups depending on the shape of their dictionary
(or plain) forms. (The term dictionary form derives from the fact that it is this form under which
verbs appear as entries in dictionaries.) In addition to the two groups, there are two irregular verbs
which ar占customa頭y classified as払e third group. By knowing the dictionary form, one can
conjugate most verbs into their various forms by following a few simple rules.
Group 1 : These verbs are known in Japanese as 'ichi-dan'verbs and are characterized by血e fact
that their dictionary forms end in -iru or -eru.心1 0f the suffixes, e.g. masu, nasai, nagara, te, tan,








oshie-masu oshie･te oshie -nai
(kaeru (to return), Wm (to cut), shim (to know), hairu (to enter), hashiru (torun), etc. are
･eru, -iru endings, but they are exceptions, and belong to the second group.)
Group II: The remaining regular verbs are called 'go-dan'verbs in Japanese and the rules for their

























m a･tsu m achi-m asu
- su　　　　　　　- shi-m asu
hana-su hanashi-masu
-ku　　　　　　　-ki-m asu




aso -bu as obi -m asu
･m il　　　　　　　　　　-m i-m asu
yo-mu y omi-masu
-nu　　　　　　　　　　-n i-m asu
shi -nu shini -m asu
-te, -tari　　坐
･tte　　　　-w a-n ai

















































Migi卿�"-n de戯(Ⅰt is on払e right.) N-na･n
Shizuka紗n desu (王t's quiet.)　AjN-棚･n
Hiroi-n desu　(王t is wide.)　　Aj-w
desu :
Ikimasu is used when merely stating a fact, but iku一得desu indicates払at伽statement is intended
to explain something ei払er in answer to a listener's actual inquiry or anticipated inquiry. A
plain form followed by -n desu thus not only states a fact, but also explainsぬe situation and
かes the statement a sli糾y emphatic tone. You should note払at after a noun, or an adjecかal
noun na is inserted before -n de,腿.
Yogorete imasu押-te imasu): With verbs払at indicate some kind of transformation from one
state to another, the -te imasu form is used to indicate that也e result of that transformation is
st姐l払effect (cf. L. 17). E.g. the verb yogorerume&ns literally to change from a state of being
clean to state of being dirty.賃ence a sentence such as oザu ga yogorete-imasu means `取e hot
water is dirty.'Ⅰt does not mean `取e hot water is getting dirty.'
肋imasen :取is expression means `取ey have not come yet.'(cf. L. 17, 1-り
Nuruihoo卵suki desu : The phrase `･- hooga sukidesu'means `I prefer -･･:取is patternw出
be explained more紬Iy in L. 23.
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LESSON 22 (p. 226)
1-1. shinhun kisha ni narimasu但e will become a newspaperman.)
Joozu ni narimashita但e has b声come good at it.)
A tsuku narimasu (It will become hot.)
Narimasu is linked to N and AjN by means ofni. In the case ofA),narimasu is linked to `Aj-ku:
1-2.　Ryokoo shi細/ desu (i want to take a土rip.): To obtain the 'Ⅴ-勉/'form, -tai is added to the same
f｡rm ｡f払e verb t｡ which -masu tis attached, (cf. L. 20, Grammar) The function of-tai is to
indicate desire, i.e. what one wants to do.
ト3.　Hanashiga kikitai desu (I want to hear the story.): When the `V-tai'form occurs with an object,
the object marker o may be replaced by ga. The subject of a `V-tai'sentence is usually the first
person or sometimes也! second person, but rarely the third person (cf. L. 32, 1-5)
辿吐　soreyori: This phrase means `rather than that.'The use ofyoriwill be explained later･ (cf. L. 23)
dekiru-dake (as`much as possible):'Examples: Watdshi wa dekiru-dake ryokoo shitai desu (i want
to travel as much as possible), Watashi wa dekiru-dake Nihongo de hanashimasu (I speak in
Japanese as much as possible.) etc.
-蝣ni kyoomiga ant (to have an interest in) : E.g. Watashi wa Nihon ni kyoomiga arimasu
(I am interested in Japan.)
Grammar (adjective): The adjectives conjugate '-ku (nd), ''-kute, ''-katta, '`-kattari'by dropping
the final ''/'of the dictionary form. E.g. in the case of akai, akaku (wi払nai, narimasu), akakute
(fe-form), akakatta (plain past form),ぬka軸ri {-tan form).
LESSON 23 (p. 234)
1 -1 -a. Odori ga wakarimasu : There is a small group of verbs like wakarimasu, arimasu, imasu, dekimasu,
miemasu, kikoemasu, etc., with which an object is indicated not by o, but by ga. E.g. Watashi
wa Niho用go ga wakarimasu (I can understand Japanese.)
1-1-b.
1-トC.
Odori ga suki desu : The words suki, kiraijoozu, heta are adjectival nouns, but in some respects
they resemble verbs which can take an object. This, object , however, is indicated by ga not by
o.
E.g. Watashi鳩odori ga suki desu (I like dancing.)
The same type of pattern exists with a number of adjectives including hoshii (to want something)
and ko帆闇/ (to be afraid of somethin由.
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Lesson　23 (cont.)
E.g. Watashi棚piano ga hoshii desu G want a piano.)
ト�"2-a. Comparisons in Japanese: To ask questions of血e form 'Which is better (bigger, faster, more


























1_2.b. Comparisons of払ree (or more) items : To askabout those items,血e patternis as follows






depends on whether the触ee (or more) items being compared are persons, things, places or times.
Dono followed by a noun may also be used.馳i answer to a question of the type shown･above is:
･A (or B or C)ga ichihan I息I desu.'The word ichiban corresponds to English `m｡st.'
E.g.　　Eigo to Nihongo紬Fu摺nsugo to dore ga ichiban m財Zぬshit desu触卿Iich is
払e most difficult, English, Japanese or欝rench?)
Mho喝O ga tc.ゐiban muzu.ぬ紺Mi desu (Japanese is the most difficult.)
鞄ere all those items have a certain quality to the same degree,払e pattern is:
'Amo BmoCmoonajikurai I jr) ¥ desu.'
a.g. Eigo mo Nihongo mo Furansugo mo onaji kurai muzukashti desu (English, Japanese and
French are equally difficult.)
Tool node yoku miemasen (Since it's far, I can't see it very well.) : Node is used to indicate reason.
Note that the reason (the clause to which no鹿is attached) always comes before the consequence.
Node is generally attached to the plain form of verbs and to Aj-i. "When attached to nouns or
adjectival nous, -na is required after払e N or AjN.
e.g. Yoshuu ga aru node hayaku勉蝣eritaide,腿　(王want to hurry back because Ⅰ have some
preparation to do.)
飽摺e棚kirai用a node amari摺orimasen (互don't放e s払ps so ‡ rarely travel on them.)
You may also use past tense forms before紹ode. Ⅰn polまte or formal co衰ersation it is sometimes
払e practice to use -m段階and desu forms before node.
LESSON　24 (p. 244)
Ka触感n W 0紬osan gashachoo desu桝r･監ato's father is the president of a company.):馳e
general form of this patternis `Nl - N2 ga - desu.' In meaning it is almost identical with W1
肘N2 -･ - des臥'取us the example above could be expressed inぬe form: Katoo一朗n no otoo-
san - shaehoo曲'su. The form `Nl鞄闇N2 ga- desu'is used when N急is some払ing closely
identified with or actually forming part of Ni. 'Therefore you can say: Ano him - me ga寧OC･
desu但e has blue eyes.), but you cannot say: `Ano hito wa pen ga aoi desu,'instead, you should
say.舶o彪ito no pen紺'a aoi desu卵is pen is b旦ue.).
Ki ga甜e絶anmasu : This pa-n is derived from the basic pa伽n 5N o V as illustratedまn触
fo狙owing example.






Arimasu is attached to t払e一緒form of也e transitive verb and o is changed to ga.取is pattern is
used to indicate that a thing is in a certain state a鮎　having some也ing done to it by someone.
e.g.飽'do ga題ke絶arimasu (The wbdow is open [as a res血ofsomeone having opened i畑)
Ni棚ni ki ga ue緒arimasu (There are tre苧s planted inぬe garden匝ey didn'七grow
there by払emselves].)
0線蕗udai-san o irete fuu,紹由desu (取ere are ten people including the maid): When蝕ings are
being counted, the phrase i-. o irete'is used in the meaning of 'including.'
Otoo細磯n wo supootsu ga tokui desu (銅is younger brother is good at sport.): This is ano肋er
example of the 'Nl W�"a N2 ga... desu pattern. Note払at払e word tokuiis an adje頭yal noun, the
literal meaning of whichまS 'the thing one is good at.'
irasshaima.済: This is the honorific form ofintasu, himがu, and ikimas.臥
mooゐitori : When moo is placed血mediately before numbers such asゐitori, mittsu, etc., it means
'more.肋oゐitori corresponds to `another person,'moo mittsu means `three more.
Oki紛Sだn機ii ka細desu (洩s mother is a nice person.): Kata is the honorific form of鋸級(cf. L.
1,anoka細)
LESSON　25 (p.252)
Ashi,細棚H絶n/d deshoo (王もwill probably be fine tomorrow.):
適merika e勉en'細/ des彪oO (‡ suppose you would like to go back to America.):
Suzu.賂戯彪鳩moo ucゐ摘細封i細desk甲@ (言guess Mr. Suzuki has arrived home by now):
蝕ゐooまs attached directまy to the plain presenもand past form of verbs, to the present and past
form of adjectives, to nouns and adjectival nouns and to dG臓(plain past ofdesu).猟's function
is to make a statement supposまtional or indefinite･ Ⅰt is rarely used when払e speaker him紀If is
払e subjec息of the sentence.馳erefore you do not usually say, for example, `Watashi wa kaeru
deshoo,'even払ough you can say in E頭ish `昔suppose互11 go home.'Wben蝕is added to desh&O,
it often acquires a meaning similar to監n盛ish `夏wonder.ラ
e.g. Ana hito鳩m細kuru des,ゐoo鮎(互wonder if hell be coming again.)
Qtmiy.聯demo Mr聯te iru des.ゐoe (独is probably opening the presents or something.):戯<emo is
attached to nouns and indicaもes thaいぬe noun (or払e whole action of the sentence itse噂is merely
a suggestio王i or an example.
e.g. O脇demo nomimas鋼勉(Would you放e some tea or sometking?)
顔mo replaces ga and o, but follows ot桓partまcles (威de,蝕摺, eそC.)
e.g. Kooen m demo ikima.戚oo (Let's go to the park or somewhere.)
Yama紹i noboru紬iimash鹿田e said that he would go mountain climbing.): To report what
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Lesson　25 (cont.)
somebody has said, you simply link what has been said to some form of the verb iu 'to say'by
means of to. The only stipulation is that any verb, etc. immediately preceding to should be in the
plain form. (Note: The plain form of desu after a noun or adjectival noun isda.) Often it is not
actually stated explicitly who said whatever is being reported because the context generally makes
that clear, but if it is desired to state who said whatever was said, it can be done in two says as払e
following examples illustrate :
Tanaka-san槻 kore ga iehiban it細ttmashl細
KOre ga ichiban is to Tana鹿a･朗n棚timashi細
text
(Mr. Tanaka said,''This is the best.')
kuni e kaeru no鳩: One function of摺o is to convert a verb (or verb phrase) into a noun. As the
example shows, no is attached to the plain form of the verb. A bteral translation of the example
would be 'his going back to his home town.'
ichi-nen-buri (after a lapse of one year) : ` -burf is attached to words indicating a period of time
and means 'after a lapse of... ,''for the first time in.
e.g. Ni-nen･bun m ryooshin ni aitnashi細(Ⅰ met my parents for the first time in two years.)
ki勉nochi minflim no kaze: An expression used in weather forecasts. Ⅰt means kita no haze ga
fuite kara minami no haze ga顔Mmasu (After north wind blows, the south wind will blow.)
mmami-yon即kaze: An expression also used in weather forecasts. Fo/7 menas `near by,'`tend･
ing towards... Placed after a noun of place it means `in払e general direction of that place.'
Minami-yori noぬ'ze means `a southerly wind.'
kumori-gachi: `｢卵chV is a su触indicating 〈an (unfavorable) tendency to川 ' Kumori-gachi
corresponds to `mostly cloudy.'Only a few words can be used with rgachi. For example, byooki-
gachi (prone to弧ness), rusu-gacbi, (rarely at home), etc.
LESSON　26 (p. 264)
Tabako o suttemo si desu (You may smoke.)
Kitanakutemo ii desu (王t doesn't matter if it is dirty.)






This pattern is formed by the -te form of verbs and adjectives plus mo ii desu, and nouns and
adjectival nouns plus de脚ii desu. ‡t is used in giving permission or to te泣someone that a certain
situation is acceptable.耶ae literal translation is `‡t is all right even if one does such and such/even
if it is such and such.'The negative pattern is i. ‥ nakute mo ii desu?
e.g Mannenhitsu de ka蝕nakute mo ii desu (You do not have to write with a fountain pen.)
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Lesson　26 (cont.)
Tabako o suite wa ikemasen (You may not smoke.)
Kitanakute wa ikemasen (王t is not a氾right if it is dirty.)
Enpitsu dewa ikemasen (A pencil w以net do.)
wa ikemasen :
This expression is used in prohibitions.王t means 'You should not do such and such.'The negative
pattern is i. ‥ nakute wa ikemasen''which literally means `it will not do if you do not do such and
such.' In other words, it expresses the English 'You must do/you have to do such and such.'
e.g. Mo蜘ben毎′oo shinakute槻ikemasen (You must study harder.)
ト3.　beru ga naru made (until the bell rings): As well as being attached to nouns, made can also be
placed after verbs or verb phrases.馳e pattern '... V made means `until such and such an event
occurs/occurred.'Note tile past tense forms neもer precede made.
1-4.　Boom-pen ka mannenhitsu de kakimasu (王11 write it with a b弧point pen or fountain pen.): Ka
placed between a sequence of two or more nouns indicates that the nouns are optional alterna一
也ves. This pattern cannot be used when asking for a choice, however. The English sentence,
'Will you write with a ball-point pen or (wi軍you write) with a fountain pen?'asks for a choice,
and as has already been explained in L. 10, such questions are normally rendered in Japanese as
two separate questions.
1-5.　Kyoo棚shiken da (Today王have an eXanimation.): Da is the plain form ofdesu. (The plain past
tense form is da物.) This lesson introduces the use of the plain form h narrative style writing.
Plain forms are not used in conversation except among family members and close friends, etc.
Note: In writing, the style should always be consistent. Be careful not to mix up plain forms with
-潤asu/desu forms. (For the conjugation of da, see p. 71.)
1-6.　Dekita daroo to omou (I think I did well.): The verb omou means `to think'and放e the verb iu
(to say) is connected to a preceding statement by means of to. The verbs iu andomou arejust
two of a group of several verbs dealing with communication and mental processes that take細to
indicate the content of some message or thought. Some others are: kaku (to write), kotaeru (to
answer), Mku (to hear), kangaeru (to think, consider). Note again that plain forms precede to.
王n the example above the word preceding to is darro,血e plain form of deshoo.
1 -7.　kaki-hajimeru (to begin writing)　　　　(V-hajimeru)
拙痕は由u (to start crying)　　　　　　(V-dasu)
hanashi-tsuzukeru (to continue ta放ing)　(V一路uzukeru)
勉be-oW鮒(to finish eating)　　　　　(V-¢m)
As the examples sho由, the verbs hajimeru, dasu, tsuzukeru and o鳩ru can combine with other






(often called the辱即b stem). The meanings are as shown above. The difference between
-ゐujimeru and -dastt is that when the subject of the verb is a person, -ゐ蝣ajimeru implies 'to begin
doing some払ing intentionally or conscまousまy'whereas磯u implies an action begun spontか
neousまy or unconsciously.
kondo ka紹　Kondo has two meanings depending on払e context. One is `this time,'the other is













































the magazine which .上せ叫子tlL :¥'(i-:-z.r "ri.'.-;:.蝣': f;二fitご�"J.V-
‡n払e Japanese example,払e whole phrase棚細蝣shiga ka臓is placed in front of (i.e. modifies) the
noun zが蝣shi. Noもまce that払e English relative pronoun 'which'has no equまvalenもin払e gapanese.
取is pattern is really no more払an an extension of thaもalready introduced in Lesson 20.鼠ecall
sode ga nagai kimo,摺o (a kimono w地Iong sleeves) and recall also that sode ga could be optionally
changedもo sode no. Thisまs a general rule of all relative clauses.
e.g.紺虚細'shi ga ka甜恕-zG戯彪i一･･一一一や鳩細'shi no盈冴臓zasshi.
:./(�".a.;:/ '蝣:∴　　　　　も　　　　　　∴∵∴∴--.... .;'..)∴
訊ega a鮎I払e subject of払e verb can optionally be changed to脚.
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Lesson 27 (cont.)
ま･3･　彪iji ni踏u鹿ronb㍍ o kakimasu (‡ will write a thesis on politics.): Nitsul紐placed after a noun
means `regarding, 'concerning.
墜　　moshi moshi : The expression used when answering the telephone, meaning 'hello.'
osoremmasu ga-.: This means 'excuse me but, -　and is a more formal equivalent of sumi-
mase招gG･
kongetsu ippai ni:顔pai摺following nouns of払e mon払, day, year, etc., corresponds to `by'or
'by the end of.'KOngetsu ippai ni means 'by the end of this mon払:
Shoochi shi,嗣GSh鹿　This expression is used when you are requested (usually by a superior) to do
something and you accept the request. Ⅰt means `王accept it,‥Ⅰ agree with you,'etc.
LESSON　28 (p.284)
トま-a. shikas,ゐi, hereゐmo, demo: These words all mean something like English `but'or 'however.'
They are used to introduce a sentence which expresses something in contrast to that expressed
in the preceding sentence.






(三injured my hand. However,まt doesn't h旭rt at all.)
Shikas.ゐi is a rather formal word used most often in the written style while demo is most common
in conversational style Japanese. Keredomo is found in both styles.
i心b. sore ni: This is used･to introduce a sentence which expresses sometはng that complements or adds
to what has been expressed in the preceding sentence.
e.g. Ta彫'ka-san絶唱の-sake o摺omimasu. Sore ni細bako mo suimasu.
(Mr. Tanaka drir汝S.闘Iat's more, he also smokes.)
i-1-c. desu ka摺,ゐ鹿摺, SO緒de:耶Iese are used to introduce a sentence which expresses a consequence







(互go to bed early every night.取at's why王'm not a bit sleepy.)
Desu勉ra is more polite than da kara. Sore de should not be used in a sentence that expresses a
request or the speaker s intention (i.e. a sentence ending由ーte kudasai, - mashoo, etc.).
i･2-a. get,鮎redomo: Contrasting ideas can be expressed in two separate sentences, as in 1-1-a, or as two




e.g. Te ni kega o shimashitaくkered｡m｡トchittomo itaku arin,紺sen.
(王injured my hand but it doesn't hurt at all.)
ト2-b. shi: Complementary statements can be expressed in separate sentences, as in l心b, or as two (or
more) clauses within the one sentence, linked by ski.
e.g. Tanaka儲n wa o-sake mo nomu shi細bako mo suima,臓(Mr. Tanaka drinks and also
smokes.)
Sometimes shi is used to enumerate several statements which ℃o'mprise a reason for something.
e.g. Kizu wa itai shi, hyooshitsu格好atsui shi, totemo tsurakatta desu (My injury was
hurting, the hospital ward was hot, (so) it was really awful.)
1-2-c. kara, node: In l-トc, we saw how a sentence expressing a consequence could be introduced by
da kara, desu kara or sore de. An alternative is to express both the reason and consequence in one
sentence, with the clause of reason ending in ka摺or node.
e.g. Maiban hayaku neru { . ¥ chittomo nemuku arimasen
(I go to bed early every night so I'm not a bit sleepy.)
Kara corresponds to da kara, desu kara and node to sore de. Therefore node should not be used if
the following clause ends in -te kudasai, -nasai, or -mashoo.
e.g. Ame ga futte iru kara ryokoo棚yamemasho0 ---RIGHT
Ame ga futおiru node ryokoo棚yamemasho0 ---WRONG
1-2-d. -kara desu: The words dooshite and naze correspond to English `why', and are used when asking
for a reason. A typical exchange might be as follows. Note the use ofka柑desu in the answer.
(Q> { Naze　¥ nymunsumasMta蝕(馳ydidyougointohospitals?)
(A) Koo蕗uujiko de卑ega o shl細kara desu (Because Ⅰ injured myself in a traffic accident.)
Node c叩ot replace kara in this pattern.
1-3-a. Itai soo desu : Soo desu is used to indicate an unspecified source of information. It often trans-
lates as `I heard'or もit is said.' Note care紬Uy that soo desu is attached directly to the plain form
of verbs, to adjectives and to da.
e.g. Ashi wa hayaku naoru soo desu (Ⅰ m told the leg will heal quickly.)
Kizu槻totemo itai soo desu (I hear that the injury is very painful.)
Tanaka儲n棚byooki da soo desu q hear that Mr. Tanaka is ill.)
With adjectives, be care鮎1 to distinguish between 'Aj-/ soo desu'and 'Aj-soo desu'(L. 20,ト6)･
Itai soo desu (I hear that it's painful.)
Ita-soo des革(王t looks painful.)
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Lesson 28 (cont.)
ト4･　Nyuuin shiteitan desu (He has been in hospital.): (cf. L. 21, 1-6)
ト5.　0tte shimaimashita: The original meaning of shimaimasu is `to put away,'but when it im-
mediately follows the -te form of another verb, it adds a special meaning to the previous verb.
One is the idea of an irretrievable or irreversible action.
e.g. Hone o otte shimaimashita (Ⅰ broke a bone.)
Another is the idea of completion.
e.g. Kaite shimaimashita (王finished writing, I wrote it all down.)
text shiba戚u: This expression is used when you see someone you have not seen for a long time.
ileぬmi deshita: Km is attached to the plain past form of verbs and in the use illustrated here,
means that a person did nothing other than the action of that verb. Ne細kirideshita means `I was
in bed the whole time,'`I was laid up in bed.'血other use ofkiri is to indicate that a certain thing
has happened once and that has been the end of it.
e･g･軸�"mi o ichido mo紹tta kiri desu (I have had one letter from him and that's all.)
ichi nichi oki (every other day): Oki is used to indicate the interval between one occurrence of a
certain event and the next occurrence. Futsuka oki ni iMmasu means `I go every three days.'
Futsuka (two days) refers to the period between one going and the next.
LESSON　29 (p.296)
Potential verbs :
In Japanese the most common way of expressing the idea of `can (do something),'
Sable to (do something)'is to use what is known as the potential form of verbs. The potential
forms are obtained easily by following a few s血pie rules.
Ⅰ･ Ic払dan (or iru/eni type) verbs: The final -ru is replaced by rat管ne.
e.g.　okiru - oki-rareru, deru - de･紹reru
ⅠⅠ　Go-dan verbs: The final -u isreplacedby -era.
e.g. kau - ka-eru, hanasu - hanas-eru, oyogu - oyog-eru, yomu - yom-eru. (The
verb iku (to go) has two forms, ikeru and ikareru.)
HⅠ　Others: kuru - korareru, sum - dekiru
The potential form of verbs encompasses the meanings ofもaving the capacity or skill to do some-
thing,=being in a position to do something.'
e.g. Konban deraremasu ka (Are you able to come out this evening?)
Juu meetoru gu招i oyogemasu (I can swim about ten meters.)




If the potential verb has an object, the usual object marker o may be optionally changed to ga.
e.g. Booto o kogemasu - Boo紬ga kogemasu (‡ can row a boat.)
Do not confuse the verb mieru with mirareru, the potentiaまof mm.肋u means that a thingまS
visible to the eye whether one consciously looks at it or not. Mimreru means that one is in a posi一
触n to- see something if one wishes to. Similarly肋e柑means that a批ng is audible whereas
kikeru (potential oi kiku) means that one is in a position to hear something if one wants to.
ト3.　Nihongo o hanasu koto gadekimasu (王can speak Japanese.) (V飴紬godekiru): This pattern can
be used as an altematまve to the potential form to express exactly the same meaning. Ⅰt involves
simply adding the phrase koto ga dekiru to the plain form of the verb. Notice the object of the
verb is marked by o, which may not be changed to ga as in the potential pattern above.
ト4.　嘩′0geru yoo ni narimashl細(V yoo tii na,摺): Recall the use of湖rimasu toまndicate an outcome
(cf. L. 22,1-1).
Kao ga akaku narimashi勉(My face has turned red.)
Heya ga kirei ni narimashl細(The room has become tidy.)
軌en the outcome is not an adjective, adjectival noun or noun, but a verb, the following pattern is
used:
彪u meetoru gurai oyogeru yoo ni narimashi細(王have reached the stage of bein,島able to
swim about ten meters.)
Kodomo ga aruku yoo ni narimashi,細(The child has begun wa批まng, - i.e. has reached the
stage of development where he can wa批.)
ト5. Yotto ni noru koto ni shimashi細(V koto摺i su柑): The phrase koto ni sum is attached to the
plain form of verbs and means- 'to decide to do such and such. The above example means We
decided to take a ride on a yacht.'
1-6.　Booto ni noru ko細ni narimashita (V koto ni naru): When a decision affecting one is not actually
taken by one persona弘y, but is brought about by circumstances or made by others, the above
pattern with koto ni戯ru is used.
e.g. Yotto ga彫kat勉nodeあoo紬nC'脚ru ko細pu'湖rimashi細(There were no yachts, so we
had to go for a ride in a boat.i.e.5 the circumstances of there being no yaChもs decided
for us that we go for a ride in a boat instead.)
ト7･a. Hitotsudakearimasu (There is only one.)
0紬鬼汐no hi細dake imasu (There are only men.)
Fu摺e ni dake nonmasu (Ⅰ only go by ship.)
Fune da.飴23i招onmasu ¢ only go by ship.)
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Lesson　29 (cont.)
and to nouns (replacing ga and o).王t is also added after a noun plus particle if the particle is one
other thmga or o (i.e. ni, de, to (with), kara (from), etc.).王f the particle is ni, de or to, dake may
also be placed between the noun and the particle. The meaning ofdake is `only.'
ト7-b.鹿nseiga hitori shika imase摺(There is only one teacher.)
Asa wa pan shika tabemasen (払the morning ‡ only eat bread.)
Otooto to shika asobimasen (I only play with my younger brother.)
Shika attaches to the same kinds of words as duke, replacing ga and o and occurring after (but not
between) a noun plus particle (other than ga or o). The important difference is that when shika is
used, the predicate, w王滋chまs usually a verb, must be in the negative. The meaning of Lshぬ...
nai is`only.




The words gurai or dake may precede de.
e.g. Juunin gurai de ikimashita (About ten of us went.)
Hitori dake de kaerimashita (王went home just by myself.)
LESSON　30 (p.310)
Senshu o yasumaseru (To have the players take a rest.): There is a special form of Japanese verbs
which conveys the meaning of 'to let (someone) do (something)'or 'to make (someone) do some･
tl血　　Sometimes this form is called the permissive (let... do) and sometimes払e causative
(make... do).　For convenience it will be referred to here as the causative,butthat term should
be understood to cover both permissive as well as causative.馳e causative forms of verbs are
readily obtained as follows:
Ⅰ.　王chi-dan verbs: The final -ru is replaced with saseru.
e.g.　onru - on-s必eru. taberu一細be-saseru
王I.　Go-dan verbes: The final -u is replaced,with -α�"sent.
e.g.　matsu - ma細sent, kaku - kak-aseru, nomu - nom･aseru.
Note also kau - kaw･aseru.
ⅠⅠ王　Others:　kuru - kosaseru, sum -saseru
Examples: 1. when the original verb is intransitive (i.e. is not one that can take an object
marked by o) :
(Watashi wa) kodomo o kooen de asobasemasu (Ⅰ let･ the child play in the park.)
Imooto o kaerasemashita (I made my younger sister go home.)
The'verbs asobu and kaeru are intransitive. The persons who actua皿y perform
払ese actions are kodomo and imooto respectively. Note that in the causative
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sentences,kodomo and imooto are followed by o. But, there are also cases
where ni is used instead of0.
2. when the original verb is transitive (i.e. is one that take an object marked byo):
Mainichi senshu ni renshuu o yaraseru (I have the players practice every day.)
Taroo ni kusuri o nomasemashita (Ⅰ got Taro to take some medicine.)
The verbs yarn and nomu are transitive and they have as their objects renshuu
and kusuri respectively. The persons who actually perform the actions of
practicing and taking medicine are senshu (the players) and Taroo. Note that
they are followed by ni. Even if the object of the transitive verb is not actually
stated, the person who ultimately performs the action is marked by ni in a causa-
tive sentence.
e.g. Jiroo ninomasemashita (I got Jiroo to drink it.)





hoo ga ii: This pattern is used when recommending something to somebody or
stating a preference. It is closely related to the uses ofhoo outlined in Lesson 23, 1-2.
Examples 1. WithV. Most commonly the verb occurs in the -ta form.
e.g. Undoo shita hoo go. ii desu (You should exercise.)
Or, it sometimes take the dictionary form.
e.g. Undoo sum hoo ga ii desu (You should exercise.)
In negative recommendations the -細form is not used.
Ano eiga o minai hoo ga ii desu (You shouldn't see that film.)
2. With Aj-/. Kuruma wa chl由aihoo ga ii desu (耶Ien it comes to cars, smaller
ones are better.)
3. With N. Kodomo ni wagyuunyuu nohoogaiidesu (For children milk is
better.)
4. With AjN. Kutsu欄joobu na hoo ga ii desu (When it comes to shoes,
strong ones are best.)
5. Negative N or AjN. Nomimo符0棚osake dewa nai hoo ga ii desu (The
drinks should not be alcoholic.)
00　　‥. hoo gayokatta : This corresponds to `It would have been better. -'
e.g. Amari細hesasenai hoo ga yoka細desu (We shouldn't have given him so much to eat.)
Yasumaseru yoo ni sum (I try to have them rest.) (篭yoo ni sum): The phraseyoo ni sum is
attached to the plain form of verbs. Recall the use ofyoo ni naru to indicate that a certain situa一
也on or stage had been reached. Yoo nisuru is used to indicate that one is trying to bring about a
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certain situation or reach a certain stage.
Other examples: Amari tabako o suwanaiyoo ni shite imasu (I'm trying not to smoke too much.)
Motto yasumu yoo ni shite kudasai (Try to get more rest.)
1-1.
LESSON　31 (p.320)





hazu des鍔): Hazu desu means `to be supposed to'or 'to be expected to.
It indicates the objective 'expectation'of the speaker concerning some action, happenin;畠state,
etc., outside the speaker's immediate control.助zu desu follows the plain form of the verb and
the adjective, the noun with no, the adjectival noun with na, and also their plain past forms･
e.g. Hikooki W san-fi ni tsuku hazu desu (The plane is supposed to arrive at 3 0'clock.)
Kono heya槻motto kirei na hazu desu (This room ought to be much prettier.)
1-2.　Hoogen o senkoo sum tsumori desu (I intend to major in dialect studies.) (V tsumori desu) :
Tsumori desu means `to intend to.' Generally払e speaker only uses it to refer to his own
intentions, but under certain circumstances it can be used of a second or a third person.
1-3.　Kansai no hoogen ga haim yoo desu (There seems to be some Kansai,dialect inhis speech.): Yoo
desu means 'it seems‥. 'It follows血e same forms ashazu desu.
e.g. Ano hito wa daigaku no gakuseinoyoo desu (He appears to be a university student.)
Kare wa shiken o ukenakatta yoo desu (It looks as if he didn't take the exam.)
1-4.　Nagoya no hito ra.yhii desu (He seems to be from Nagoya.)
‡‥ヾE'
rashii desu : Rashii desu means `it seems'as doesyoo desu. Ⅰt follows the plain form of
the verb and the adjec也ve, the noun and the adjectival noun with no particle.
e.g. Suzuki-san wa byooki和shiidesu (It seems that Mr. Suzuki is ill.)
Ano eiga wa kanari omoshiroi rashii desu (Apparently that is quite an interesting
film.)
1 -5.　00saka no kata kamo shiremasen (He might be from Osaka.)
v kamo shiremaseri) : Lkamo shiremasen'meam `may or 'might. It follows the plain form of
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the verb and the adjective, the noun and the adjectival noun with no particle◆in the same way as
欄hti desu.
e.g.臓細rainen Nihom e kuru蝕m@ S妙'ema&網(三may come to Japan again next year.)
Soo kamo shiremasen (That may be so.)
1-6-a. Fukushima一凝n kg鞄maga細凝n kg紺akarimasen (王don't know whether it is Fukushima ㌘refec･
ture or Yamagata Prefecture.) This is an example of a question forming part of a larger sentence-
sometimes known as an implanted question or an indirect question. Look at the following English
example: `I don t know whether i can enter university or not.'This is actually derived from two
sentences; `Can I enter university or not? - Ⅰ don't know.'1me Japanese way of expressing the
same kind of sentence clearly reflects its derivation;励igaku ni haireru ka hairenai ka
wakarimasen Note that only plain forms can precede ka.馳eoretically, da (plain form oidesu)
can precede ka, but in practice it is usually omitted. In the example above, haireru ka触irenai触
presents a simple choice between an affirmative and a negative. Many implanted questions are of
this type, but in practice the negative part is usually replaced by a general cover phrase doo麹,
e.g. Daigaku ni hair管ru ka doo ka粗野karimasen.
1-6-b. Ma蕗umoto儲n.wa doko no鹿細kG S肋te imasu勉(Do you know where Mr. Matsumoto comes
from?): Many implanted questions include an interrogative word (e.g. dare, doko, itsu, nanji,
nani, etc.).
Other exa血pies are :
Eiga ga nanji ni物ru ka Mi鉛numas.魔oo (Let's ask when the蝕m starもS.)
Ano ka細棚dona細ka gozonji desu ka (Do you know who that is?)
Note : If the implanted question includes an interrogative word, doo鹿can not be used.
e.g. Matsumoto-san棚doko no ka細ka dooぬshitte imasu蝕‥ ‥ ‥..WRONG
Matsumoto-san鳩doko no kata蝕shitte imasu ka ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥.艮ⅠGHT
LESSON　32
Hon o mireba wakarimasu伴ou will understand if you look at the book.): The -ba form of verbs
is obtained as follows. Change the final -蝣u of the plain form to -曹and add b凱馳is applied to
all verbs including kuru and sum.
e.g. deru - de粋ba, kaku一触ke凝, su和一sure-ba.
取e -ba form of adjectives is obtained by replacing the final -i with　鹿re and adding　彪@.
耶iis also applies to the negative suffix r摺ai.




Stated in its simplesもform, the func怒on of一触is to indicate a precondition, i.e., if something
happens (or is so), such and such will be the result.
e.g.適紬sG頑押un mateha sen兜'# m aemas,恕(王f you wait another 30 minutes you can see the
teacher.)
Atnari細'kakereぬhito ga ka-蝣nai (People won't buy it if it's too expensive.)
Uchi ni indkere蝕gakkoo ni iru鹿即shire/mi (If he's not at home, he may be at
school.)
Normally a clause ending in -ba is followed by an objective statement. It may, however, be foま･
lowed by a subjective statement (a command or a statement of intention) if the ⊥蝣ba clause refers
not to an action but to some ki王id of state.
e.g.適is封'hereぬsee蝕好o nuide ku盛舶i (Ⅰf it's hot take off your sweater.)
Okashiga細betakere観agemasu yo (玉f you want to eat cakes lll由ve you some.)
(Note　細be細i (want to eat) is a state of mind, not an action.)
The following is awkward because the -ba clause does not refer to a state. i血o hito ni aeba soo
itte kudasai (Ⅰfyou meet Mm tell him so.)'
繭oku o oあoereba yam頭ii n da ga: This pattern is used when recommending a course of action
m a m弘dly reproviゎg tone.ぬwell as -pCぬga, the same kind of effect can be obtained by using
-n da keredo or …御ng'･ Ⅰn English the same nuance is often conveyed by the use of the
hypo払etical statement. Compare :
Kisoku o oboereあ�"a yasashii (.王t's easy if you learn the rules.)
Kisoku o oboereあ�"a yams,ゐii n da ga (王t would be easy if you learned the rules.)
馳e latter sentence impkes that one finds something difficvかbecause one does not learn its rules.
14･　Nihon no ojoosan no yoo desu (Shi is like a Japaneseか1.): In this patternyoo is usedtoliken
one thing to another. ‡n the above example, the speaker knows that she is not a Japanese, but is
saying that in her behavior or appearance she resembles a Japanese young lady. This j>Oo is
attached to nouns, verbs, adjectives and adjectival nouns in the same way as theyoo introduced in
Lesson 31,ト3. It also behaves放e an adjectival noun in that it can modify nouns by the addition
ofna, and verbs by the addition of hi.
e.g. Nihonjin no yoo湖km (A Japanese-looking face)
戯紐iru yoo ni mieru (.王t looks as if it were akve.)
耶Ie word marude is often used to reinforce yoo.
e.g. Ano hi紬鳩ma摺de Nihonjin no yoo desu (He isjust like a Japanese.)
ト5.　urayamas.彪igaru,湖摺物ni: ∫-ga柁'is a suffix attached to adjectives and`Ⅴ-細i after deleting the





associated with feeling, desire or human emotion and is used to indicate that a person exhibits or
manifests in some form or other a certain feeling, desire or emotion. Unfortunately it is not easily
expressed in English.
Ano墾to棚kurushigatte imasu (He is showing signs of distress or discomfort, He is com-
plaining about being uncomfortable, etc.)
Kodomo-細chi棚umi e ikitagatte iru (The children are letting it be known that they want
to go to the sea. [This is a rather awkward translation, but it conveys the idea behind ‥.
tagaru.})
The suffix r押ru is used most frequently of a third person, but occasionally it may be used of the
first or second person.
e･g. Naze sonna ni ureshigatte iru no desu lea (Why are you looking so happy?)
yo-sa, utsukushi-sa (Aj-sa): `rsa'is a suffix which is attached to adjectives after omitting the final
-i (e.g. y0- ㍍ j> , utsukushi- <ォ} >. -*�"it converts the adjective into an abstract noun.
e.g. yama no utsukushi-sa (the beauty of the mountains)
Nihon no yo-sa (that which is good about Japan, the good things about Japan)
LESSON　33 (p.338)
ーtarn: The -tara form of verbs, adjectives, da, -nai, etc, is obtained in exactly the same way as
the -ta form. The meaning of　細ra overlaps with -ha to a largeextent buトta悶is subject to
much fewer restrictions than -ha. Thus it can precede a request or command, a statement of
intent, an invitation, etc.
Examples: 1. With verbs. When the action of the first clauseis completed, the action or state
expressed in the second can or will come into effect.
鹿etaa o nuidara samui desu (If you take your sweater off, you will feel cold.)
Shigoto ga o棚ttara kaerimashoo (Let's go home when the work is finished.)
The second clause may also be in the past tense provided it refers to a state or
an involuntary action.
Soto e de細摺ante ga futte imashi細(剛Ien I went outside, it was raining.)
But not 'Soto e detara takushii ni notta,'because 'takushii ni noru'is a voluntary
action. In place of -tara here, the normal -te form is used.
2. With adjectives, etc.






Oishikunakatta招tabenakutemo ii desu (You don't have to eat it if you don t
like it.)
3. With nouns and adjectival nouns.
Kippu ga urikire dattara doo shimasu ka (鞄at will we do if the tickets are sold
out.)
Sumoo ga SUM da物ra issho ni mi ni ikimashoo (If you放e sumo, let s go and
see it together.)
Dattara is also used frequently in the meaning of 'If you are talking about...
or if you mean
e.g. Terebi de dattara tokidoki mimasu ([referring to sumo】 If you mean on tele･
television, I sometimes see it.)
Ikoo to omotte imasu: The plain equivalent of the一mashoo form of verbs is obtained as follows.
I. Ichidan verbs: Replace the final -ru withyoo.
細beru - tabe-yoo, miru - mわ′oo
II. Godan verbs: Replace the final -u with -oo.
iku - ikやO, yobu -yob-oo
III. Others: suru -sMyoo, kuru -koyoo
For convenience, the plain mashoo form is called the -oo form. The -oo form is used in the
following pattern to indicate intention.
励npo niikoo to omoimasu (I think 111 go for a wa批.)
Ashita wayasumoo to omotte imasu (I'm thinking of taking the day off tomorrow.)
The negative pattern is as follows:
Asoko ni ikoo to岬omoimasen.
This does not mean 'I don't think 111 go there.' It has a much stronger meaning like `I have no
intention of going there.
肋koto ga arimasu (I have seen it.) (V-ta kotoga arin好su): This pattern means `to have had
the experience of doing something.'Koto ga arimasu is preceded by the plain past form of the
verb, e.g. Fujisan ni nobotta koto ga arimasu ka (Have you ever climbed Mt. Fuji?)
Koto ga a柑may also be preceded by a plain present affirmative/negative verb. This meaning in
this case is `It sometimes happens that. ‥'
e.g. Yoru nemurenaikoto ga arimasu (There are times when I can't sleep at night.)
tanoshimi (Aj-凋j): A small number of adjectives referring to fee血g and taste have corresponding
noun forms ending in -潤i. e.g. kanashimi (sadness), tanoshimi (joy), amami (sweetness), nigami







1. Kayoobi na悶tsugoo ga ii desu担朋紺): One meaning ofnara is something like `ifyou are
talkまng about or `as for ‥. 'Thusまt resembles da臓摺introduced in Lesson 33, and
is also similar in function to払e topic marker wa. Litera泣y translated, the above exampまe
means 'As for Tuesday,-it will be convenient for me.,' i.e. 'Ⅰ can make it on Tuesday.'
Another example is :
Sono koto na招moo shitte imasu (As far as that matterまs concerned, Ⅰ already know
aboutit.)
2. So細e deru湖ra seetaa o kinasai: In触s use,伽摺conveys the meaning of'ifit is true
that ‥ ･ ' Ⅰt is attached to noun, adjectival nouns, datta, and the past and present of
adjectives and verbs. Sometimes no or n is inserted between nara and the last three (dat細i
adjectives and verbs).
The above example means `Ⅰf you are going outside (i.e. if it is true that you are about to go
outside), put on a sweater.'A statement like this would be made before the person in ques一
缶on went outside. (‡f the sentence had been Sato e detara see細野o kinami, it would mean
`When you get outside, put on your sweater', in other words, the second action would follow
the completion of the first action.) Following are more examples辻Iustrating this use ofnara.
Gakusei m悶kono tnondai欄yams鰯tiazu desu (王f it is true that you are a student,
then this problem should be easy for you, i.e･ You're a student, so this problem should
beeasy.)
0-sake ga kirai聯ra juusu demo nonde kudastd (If you don't放e sake, have some juice
or somet壬血g.)
Shizuka dot.幽na摺yoku nemure細deshoo (Ⅰf it was quiet as you say, then夏guess you
sleptwell.)
Note that when nara is used, the fo㍊owing clause is frequently a supposition, a judgement, a
sugggs態on, statement of intention, etc.
曲iron bakari yonda (戯1 ‡ have read is outlines.):戯蝕ri attaches to nouns, replacingga and o.
The meaning of bakari is `no払ing but,''only.'
e.g.飽inichi shiken顔ぬ癖arimasu (Thereまs nothing but exams every day.)
戯kari can also be inserted between the一緒form of verbs and imasu to indicate the meaning
ち(He) does nothing but such and such... '
e.g. Ano ko wa na鹿bakariimasu (She does nothing but cry).
戯a made gaironあakari y0月de kimashita: This means触rally We have reached to present point
of time reading o王滋y outぬesクor in more natural English 'Up unt姐now we have read onまy
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outlines. Anotherまmportant function of一緒kuru is to indicate that a trend has become more
apparent as one approaches the present.
e.g.蝕nぬn suzushiku湖細物sh鹿(It s getting cooler and cooler.)
Note also the common expression Ante ga fut紐kimashi細(王t has started to rain.)
1-3-b. KO柁ka摺a細用防ゐii mondoi o toriage紐iki細/desu: This means literally `From now ‡ would放e to
go on by taking up some new issues.'or rephrased `珂ow首would like to proceed by taking up some
new issues.血o払er function of一緒iku is to indicate that a trend will become increasingly
apparent as one moves into the future.
e･g･戯摺妙oo l昭masu.飼asu muzukashiku natte iku deshoo (王suppose the school work wil
get more and more difficult.)
1-3-C･選句tides彪imat飴(I have read it all.) (V一緒shimau): (cf. L. 28,ト5)
ト3-d. Katte oku (V-紐okuy. Oku whose origina呈meaning is `to put (aside)'`to place'is used to
indicate that the performance of some action is in anticipation of or in preparation for some later
occasion.
e.g. Konban 0秒akusa摺ga kuru ha.這biiru o ka約0最mGSゐoo押e're ha軸g guests tonight,
so let's get some beer.)
1-3-e.鞄酢拶kite mini (V一線miru): The original meaning of mini is 'to see.'The `Ⅴ-紐'form plusmint
indicates `to try to do something` or `to do something and see (or負nd out).'
e･g. Kono kutsu o haite m鹿ktidasm (Try these shoes on.)
Ano hito ni Mite mimashoo (Let's ask that person and find out.)
LESSON　35 (p.358)
1-1.
dasu - deru (Transiかe一三ntransitive Verbs): Many Japanese verbs can be grouped into pairs on
the basis of their partial phonetic resemblance and their similarity of meaning.闘Iat dis血guishes
one member of each pair from the other is whether it is capable of taking an object marked by the
particle o or not. ‡n grammatical terminology, a verb which can take an object is called a transitive
verb, and one which cannot, an intransitive verb (except those verbs explained in L. 13,ト5, and
L. 18,ト4). Not all transitive or intransitive verbs in Japanese necessarily form part of a pair, but
a great many do and a proper knowledge of them is essential to ensure correct usage･ Some of
them are listed on pages 358 and 359 0f the textbook.
e.g. nekoodasu (toputthecatout)　‥.. ‥ ‥ ‥. transitive

































The passive: The passive is expressed through a special form of the verb. This is readily obtained
by following a few simple rules.
王　Ichi-dan verbs: Replace払e final　ダu Wi仙-rareru.
e.g.　細heru -細be潤reru, miru一mi-rareru
li Go-dan verbs: Replace the final -u with -areru.
e.g.　oku - ok感rent, koWu - ko槻S噌聯u担ote: wa摺u-waraw-are摺)
III. Others: sum - sareru, ku摺- korareru
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1-1. The simplest way to see how the passive works in Japanese is to examine how a passive sentence is
derived from a non-passive sentence.
Okashi o minna tube細 Okashi ga minna tahe摺re細
(Somebody ate all the cakes.)　　　(The cakes were all eaten.)




the agent: h Endish, the agent of a passive sentence is usually indicated by the word
`by , e.g･ The child was scolded by the parent.
In Japanese, the agent is indicated by ni.
kodomo o shikaru
Kodomo I冨‡ oya ru shぬrareru
(The parent scolds the child.)
0払er examples:
(The child is scolded by the parent.)
Doroboo wa ke劫n ni tsukamaerareta (The thief was caught by the pokceman.)
伽0-kun棚mih朋ni warawareta (Jiro was laughed at by everyone.)
Hitobito ga mawari no hito ni osareru (People are pushed about by the people around
them.)
In the last two examples, ka和can be used instead ofni.
The passive ofa sentence containing `Nl招o N2 ': In Japanese the℡　　　　　　　　こiiii■　　　　L passive is often used when some-
ぬing belonかg to one or some part of one's body is affected. Usually the thing is affected in an
adverse or undesirable way, but not always.
Anohito I冨} watashi no ashi o fu虎da 枇tashi {芸を
(That person trod on my foot.)
0払er examples :
ano hito Hi ashi o頚mareta
(王had my foot trodden on by that person.)
WG細hi棚haha ni tegami o yomare細(I had my letter read by my mother【i.e. she read it
against my wishes].)
The following example involves no adversity.





馳e passive of a sentence containing 'Nまm- o :
Sum由i-san wa seiis ei ni sゐ5'踏union o sM,飴.
戯紹野'<.冨}蝕mtsu-s,鋼摺5'滅廃umo摺0 8-幽･l
(Mr. Smith asked払e teacher questions.)　　　The teacher was asked questions by Mr. Smith.)
0払er e又amples:
Gakusei棚senseiぐ慧欄をmo油毎oo臓0 --柁細
(The students were handed the examination paper by the teacher.)
Fubo棚kodomo ni omoeha o neda.摺相和
(The parents are badgered by their children for toys.)
Note : in Japanese, intransitive verbs such as k財閥(to come) and shinu (to die) can also be passiviz-
ed･馳e following-examples illustrate their useまn passive sentences.馳e translations are some-
what rough because this type of sentenc沌as no counterpart in English, but note once again that
払ese pass:主ve sentences involye someone being affeGted adversely or in an undesirable way.
Examples: Kyuu ni tamoぬchi摺i ko聯�"emashi細(互was inconvenienced by myたiend suddenly
showing up.)
(夢晦細鰍wa) chichi ni shinaremashi,細(‡ suffered the loss of my father, Host my
father, My father died on me.)
Note: There is a tendency tha官an皇nanimate noun is not used as the subject ofa p盈ssive sentence
mJapanese.
i.ESSON　37 (p. 376)
且心a.適s彪i細的闇hG脚'oo da (批Iooks as if the wea払er will clear up tomorrow.): The use of this -Goo
with adjectives has already been in紘oduced in Lesson 20.因ote払at it can also be attached
directly to adjectival nouns.
e.g. Ano彪i細棚genkisoo desu (He looks well.)
A compound with -蝣soo can lもself function放e an adjectival noun.
e･g･ Kore棚omos,彪wo鳩00彫ゐon desu (馳まs is an mteresぬgまooking book.)
]-soo'is also attac壬ied to払e stem of verbs (or払e form払aトmasu can follow) and indicates払e
meaning Wha号Iooks likely to happen,'based upon the appearance of a thing or an action.
e.g. Ame gayami-soo desu (.翫Iooks as if the rain will stop.)
KG糟we yoku ben妙'oo shi-soo榔ゐito desit (鴇e呈ooks放e a person who will study
hard.)
Ku踏uga n星野瑠00ぬ脚(My shoe飴els as if it's abou官to come off.)
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Lesson　37 (cont.)
1-トb. Ashita wa hare-soo mo nai: The negative of 'Ⅴっoo desu'is "V-goo mo anmasen.
e.g. Tomodachi wa ki-soo mo arimasen (There seems to be no likelihood of myたiend
coming.)
1-2.　Asobi ni koi to iimashita (He said to come and visit him.): Japanese verbs have a plain imperative
form which is obtained as follows.
I. Ichi-danverbs: The final -u of the plain form ischanged t0 -0.
e.g. taberu - taber-O, okiru - okir-o
Ii Go-danverbs: The finaトu of the plain form ischanged to -e.
e.g. iku -E'kぜdasu -das-e
III. Others: sum -shiro, kuru -koi
Except in the most abrupt commands, these imperative forms are not used for making requests.
They are, however, often used when reporting requests.




isshuu-kan hakari (about one week) :戯kari placed immediately after quantities or amounts means
`approximately. '
LESSON　38 (p.386)
Saburoo-san ga jookyoo sareru (Saburo will come to Tokyo.): In Japanese there are several ways
of indicating respect to a senior by using special forms of the verbs. Such verb forms are called
honorific forms and they fall into two divisions: (1) respect forms, used when speaking about
the actions of others and (2) humble forms, used when speaking to others about the acdons of
oneself, one's famdy or companions.
One type of respect form is obtained in the same way as the passive form of verbs.
e.g. Moo kaeraretnasu ka (Are you going home now?)





V ¥ ni naru) ‥ An alternative respect form is that obtained by pre-
fixing the verb stem with o- and adding ni naru. If the verb is of the 'N sum'variety (e.g.
benkyoo sum, etc.), g0- or o- is prefixed to the N depending on the noun (see p. 389 0f the
textbook).
e.g. Kono ho摺W moo o-yomi ninarimashita ka (Have you read this book yet?)





The respect form introduced here inト1-b is generally considered to show a higher degree of
respect than the form shown in 1 -トa, but in most situations both are quite acceptable.
勉huroo-san ga jookyoo nasaru (N nasaru): Some verbs have their own special respect forms.
The respect form of sum is用αsaru, the -masu form of which is na朗imasu.





































takai desu　-→ takoo gozaimasu
atsuidesu　→ atsuu gozmmasu
hoshii desu一･一･一･･･- hoshuu go率u
ookti desu　→ ookyuu gozmmasu
e.g. Mainichia路uugozaimasu ne. (Ⅰt is hot every day, isn't it?)
The 'Aj gozaimasu form is an extremely formal polite､ form and should not be used excessively
or indiscriminately. The prefix 0- may be used with some adjectives of this form, e.g. oゼtsuu
gozaimasu tie.
LESSON　39 (p.394)
Uchi e irasshatte kudasai (Please come to my house.): As mentioned in Lesson 38, a number of
verbs have their own special respect forms. Ifassharu serves as the respect form for three verbs,
iku, kuru and iru. It is therefore necessary to pay attention to the context to determine which
meaning is intended. There is another form, oide ni naru, probably a little less common than
irassharu, but like irassharu, serving as a respect equivalent ox iku, kuru and iru.
e.g. 0-ko-sama o tsurete oide ni narimashita ka (Did he take the child with him?)



























･n place of 'V-te itadaku'and *V-te kudasaru 'the even -ore honorific for-s `くg｡蝣-H X >
itadaku'and ･ jL_ } { m } kudasaru'maybeused. (Vstandsforverb stem,Nforanoun.)
e.　Os,肋te itadakimashl細




Nihon e kita bakari da (I have just come to Japan.) (V-ft? bakarida): The sequence of a plain
past tense form of a verb and bakari is used to indicate that the action of the verb has just taken
place.
e.g. Kare,相場砂oo kekkon shita bakari da (Theyjust got married today.)
The sequence `V-to bakaif also behaves like a noun in that it can modify other nouns with no.
e.g. katta bakari no hon (the book which I have just bought)
It also behaves like a noun in the following example:
e.g. Nihon e kita bakari <j ff^ no^e ¥ Nihongo ga wakaranai
(I've just arrived in Japan I慧d ‖ don't understand Japanese.)
Nihongo o benkyoo sum tame ni Nihon e kita (I came to Japan in order to study Japanese.): In
this pattern, tame ni is used to indicate purpose and is similar to English Sin order to,‥for the
purpose of.'Unlike the purpose indicating ni introduced in Lesson 18, tame m can be used with
various kinds of verbs.
e.g. Nihon no shunkan ni nareru tame ni Nihonjin no uchi ni geshuku shite iru (I am
living in a Japanese home in order to get used to Japanese customs.)
[For reference : Note that tame (ni) is also sometimes used to indicate reason with the meaning of
`on account of.'】
Rainen no san-gatsu madeni (byMarchofnextyear) ( { v　　> ma^e n'^0‥ Madeni
following a noun of time or the plain present form ofa verb means 'by, not later than.
Examples: O功iru made ni modotte kimasu (111 be back by noon.)
Kare ga ku柑made ni katazukete shimaoo (Let's have everything tidied up by the
也me he gets here.)
Jisho o hiku tabi ni ‥ (Every time I use the dictionary, ‥.): Tabini is attached to a noun
plus no, or to the plain form of a verb and means ion every occasion that ‥ } 'every time there
isa.‥,




Paatii no tabi ni atarashii kimono o tsukuru (Every time.there is a party she makes
new clothes.)
1-5.  Jisho o minakutemo wakaru (I understand even without looking at the dictionary.): The form
'Ⅴ-nakutemo'or 'Ⅴ-naidemo''means 'even if one does not ‥　or 'even without...
e.g. Nani mo tabenakutemo onaka ga sukanai (Even without eating I don't feel hungry.)
1-6.　Nihon to iu kuni (The country called Japan): The verb iu means `to say, but also has the mean-
ing `to be called.'E.g. Watashi鳩Sumisu to iimasu (My name is Smith.) Nihon to iu kuni is
simply another example of the relative clause introduced in Lesson 27. Literally it means `thも
country which is called Japan,'although it is perhaps more natutally translated `the country of
Japan.' The pattern ･Nj to iu N2'is often used as a way of expanding or elaborating on N2.
e.g. Itoo-san to iuhito (the person Ito)
'Saku和'to iu u細(the song `Sakura')
A whole clause may also be linked to a noun by means of to iu.
e.g. jisho o hiku to iu shuukan (the habit of looking up dictionaries)
tabako o sutte棚如nai to iu kisoku (the rule which says smoking is forbidden)
In these examples, the clause preceding to iu tells us what the following nouns are all about.
1･7.  ichinichi ni ikkai (once a day): This is the pattern us¢d to state a certain quantity per period of
也me. Other examples:
Ikkagetsu nigosa馳gurai hon o kaimasu (I buy about five books a month.)
Yonen ni ichido Orinpikku ga hirakaremasu (The Olympics are held once every four years.)
1-8.　Yaku ni tatsu ni chigai nai (It is bound to be use鮎1.): The phrase ni chigai nai indicates strong
conviction and is equivalent to もit is sure to be　`it must be... 'It follows nouns, adjectival
nouns, datta, plain present and past of adjectives and verbs.
e.g. Wakai koro岬motto kirei dat細ni chigai nai (She must have been much prettier in
her younger years.)
Ano hito ga shachoo ni chigaiarimasen (He is sure to be the president.)









The decimal point is called ten in Japanese, and the way of referring to decimals is similar
to the English pattern. Zero in mathematics is generally called rei･
Thus 0.1 is read reiお招ichi (nought point one).
1.3 is read /細son (one point three) (note, itten not号chiten').
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Chart 2. Conjugation of Verbs
ex-
am pleS
(nai) form (m asu) form
dictionary
fbm
1form (oo) form (te) form im p erative
fbm
≡喜 F約●
Iト ート 一i√u 一ire- 蝣:v cこ ーite -iro
tab一 ■eI ーeー 一eru -ere- -ey oo -ete -ero
葛




n0I -ra- -n - IrU ■re一 斗OO l-F◎
門al -ta- hヾi● ーtSu -te- -too ーte
hana- -S魯■ -sh i- -su -se- -soo -se
q
○
ka- -ka- ーkト tkU ーke■ -koo -ite ■ke
くつ
oyo - -ga- -gi- -gu 一ge一 一g00 -ide -ge
aso - -ba- -bi- ■bu 一beー -boo i -be
y o- -m a- -m i- ■m u -m e- -m oo
I .閃de
■m e
shi- 一na一 一∩ト ■nu -ne- 一∩00 ■ne
●
也
重言 shi- Shト suru su re - ShミY〇こ shite shiro
ko- kト kUru ku re- kOy O¢ kite k0i
The to-form (=plain past tense form) of verbs may be obtained simply from the -te form by
chan由ng te to ta, de to薗e.g. katte -katta, oyoide - oyoida.






(ba) form (oo)form (te) form (細)form
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